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ABSTRACT 
 

In recent years, large efforts have been put on enhancing effectiveness in organizations. No 

resources are dispensable, and a dollar saved is a dollar earned. This is probably something 

that is rather easy to compute and control within the production sector. However, the 

service sector is another thing, how do we squeeze everything out of the resources in service 

organizations? This question caught our interest, and made us want to investigate the 

subject in the context of the airline business, and especially in its interaction with 

passengers. 

 

We have asked 100 respondents of their opinions of interaction with the airline when 

traveling by air – from the booking step to disembarking of the aircraft. The respondents 

were asked about what different attributes they thought were important in every step, and 

in relation how their real experience really was. By comparing these two factors, we can 

present the differences between desired and perceived levels of service quality, regarding 

the interaction with airlines.  

 

Six hypotheses were stated prior to our work. The results were rather expected, with a few 

exceptions. Our regression analysis told us that we could statistically verify almost 

everything we had assumed, but falsify parts of some hypotheses. For instance, friendliness 

in interaction is extremely appreciated throughout the entire process. How is that observed 

in reality and to who is that necessary? Read the study to find out. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

This chapter focuses on providing the reader with information regarding the importance of 

the chosen subject and its different aspects that are to be highlighted later on as the thesis 

proceeds. The area that will be investigated is related to airlines, the service customers 

receive and their perceptions of how qualitative it is i.e. service quality. The authors will 

present the background to the problem to stress why this specific subject has been chosen 

for their research study, and furthermore, the research problem and the purpose with this 

study will also be presented in this chapter. 

 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Today, traveling big distances is a natural implication for inhabitants in the new globalized 

world, and something we take for granted. It is not difficult to imagine the market 

opportunities that this need for transportation, in all states of classes, opens for commercial 

actors. The airline industry annually turns over hundreds of billions of dollars, and in order to 

squeeze out every drop of service quality, it is crucial to seek to adjust every bit of their 

business to perfection. In this paper, the authors set the focus on the dialogue between 

airlines and passengers. But let’s start off with a short history lesson. 

 

Aviation has played an important role in the shaping of the world of today. From the big 

importance in warfare of the first half of the 20th century, the implications of aviation on the 

society today, are many. Prior to the wars, aviation was still on an innovative, small scale 

basis, according to the US Centennial of Flight. It was soon to be used for almost exclusively 

military purposes, even if there were some glints of commercial use of the aircrafts - the first 

scheduled passenger flight was carried out between St. Petersburg and Tampa, Florida, in 

1915. The aircraft development as such, excelled when the usage of aircraft was discovered 

to have immense advantages in warfare. During the wars, the development of aircrafts and 

aviation was strong, one mile stone especially being the development of the jet engine. This 

was, of course, partly due to the concentration put on industrial production during these 

years. 

 

The commercial use of aviation was slow during the industry's first 30 years. It wasn't until 

after the wars that passenger flights became more and more frequent, when the design and 

blueprints of military aircrafts became released to commercial airlines. From picturing 

commercial aviation as extremely luxurious, and something very few could afford, almost 

everyone around the world look at flying as an affordable alternative of transportation 

nowadays.  
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During the 50's, flight ticket prices dropped, which resulted in even more increasing air 

travel. As a result of the increase, the natural response of the industry was to build bigger 

and more efficient aircrafts, which in turn dropped prices even more, because of the fuel 

and passenger effectiveness. For the Swedish concern, for instance, the amount of 

passengers from Swedish airports increased with more than 1000 % from 1960 to 1995 

(Johansson & Romert 2005), which indeed makes Scandinavia a part of this emerging and 

steadily developing industry. 

 

Today, the airline industry still is an expanding business, with an annual 7,4 % increase of 

international air traffic passengers between 2002 and 2006 (IATA). The total revenue of the 

global airline industry was $119,355,700 in thousands 2001, according to the Bureau of 

Transportation Statistics, and projections for the following years are strong. Although there 

will be a lower annual increase of international air traffic passenger numbers between 2007 

and 2011, with an average annual rate of 5,1 %, the figures for the domestic flight markets 

will improve slightly (IATA). 

 

Having mentioned all these rather big, both projected and reported, numbers about the 

airline industry, it is evident that every adjustment and improvement in any area within the 

air travel process can imply immense consequences. As in any business or industry, it is vital 

to be innovative and push the boundaries of the business in which the company work, 

probably especially in the airline industry where the cost of investment is extremely high 

relative to the turnover. This reasoning has led us to what we will discuss in this paper - the 

importance of the factors of the ongoing interaction between passenger and airline 

throughout the process of traveling. 

 

The process mentioned above is what we call the interaction process between the airlines 

and the passengers, which we have limited from the booking of the flight to disembarking of 

the aircraft. Since there are steps or parts within this process that requires the service 

provider and the consumer to interact with each other, it is quite unique to every passenger 

and rather complex. The control of the process is weakened because of the many types of 

organizations that work with different steps (Olsson 2007), i.e. travel agencies, airport 

personnel, cabin crew etcetera. What adds even more sophistication to this process is that 

there is room for emotions within the face-to-face (or voice-to-voice) interaction, which in 

turn engages every party of the interaction in emotion management, and social factors enter 

during this emotional experience, not only before and after (Hochschild 1983).  

 

As for the first number of steps in this process, the pre-flight services, it has become rather 

technology driven. From having been an exclusively face-to-face or voice-to-voice 

communication between passenger and airline or travel agency, digitalized alternatives have 
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emerged with the development of computer technology in general, especially the internet. 

In a historical perspective, these services can be regarded as offers to supplement the core 

service, the actual transportation of the passengers. These add-ons to the core service gets 

more and more important, since customers nowadays tend to get influenced by the service 

process and the peripherals associated with the number one product (Parasuraman & 

Zeithaml 2004) rather than just the actual core service. 

 

How to manage these factors of success within the interaction process, how to gain ability to 

cope with the expectation levels among passengers and to uphold a good service quality, is 

what we will focus upon in this study. 

 

Consumers are the component in the interaction with a company that has the most 

influence regarding the determination of whether or not to proceed with the already 

existing way of doing things, or if a change would be suitable. A firm can become more 

profitable if they are willing and have the ability to create lasting relationships, which can be 

achieved by meeting the customers need for self-esteem, justice and security (Aurier 2007). 

Previous research made in philosophy and social psychology suggest that justice is a crucial 

component when one has the intention to measure the quality of relationships between a 

consumer and an organization. It is argued by Aurier that fairness is very helpful along the 

intention of creating customer retention. If, for example, customers perceive the service 

recovery to be unfair, it might have a major impact as a determinant of complainants’ 

negative word of mouth and future patronage intentions. Customers’ positive and negative 

emotions are two components that might, and probably will, have an impact on possible 

retention and perception of service quality.    

  

The importance of efficient interaction between company employees and the customers 

should be emphasized in relation to how much benefits both actors can draw from it. The 

personal interaction is strongly emphasized concerning the increased awareness of the 

significance of trying to satisfy customers and their needs (Bettencourt & Gwinner 1995) and 

thereby achieving service quality. The main component for making the service business 

effective and functional is to create a relationship between the customer and the frontline 

employee. The so called service encounter, where the meeting between the customer and 

the organization takes place, is one of the most important determinants when the 

evaluation of the total service organization is given by the customer. The service encounter 

with the customer is the perfect opportunity for a company or organization to customize the 

service experience so that it suits the individual customer and his or her needs (Bettencourt 

& Gwinner 1995). As a result, competitive advantage can be achieved by using this approach 

and in turn positive service quality evaluations by customers can be recognized.   
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Seeing to the different factors previously mentioned, the airline industry, customers and the 

interaction process, it can be argued that there exists a relationship between each and every 

one of them. This is based on the fact that one of the factors needs the other in order to 

function properly, i.e. the airline industry need customers to be able to keep up the business 

and customers are taking part of the interaction process when buying and using an airline 

service.  In order for the core product, the service to customers, to be profitable both to the 

company and the customers, service quality is a concept that is essential to strive for and 

deliver. The significance of service quality, how it can be attained and what customers’ 

perception of what is considered to be service quality is therefore of great importance to a 

highly service oriented business as the airline industry. Many different aspects and attributes 

are related to this type of topic since customer perceptions might differ due to a number of 

reasons, such as earlier experience, personal needs etcetera. Therefore, it is crucial to 

acknowledge that the service process related to this industry can be divided into different 

steps, where each step is dependent on its own special attributes. These attributes all 

contributes with an impact on the overall impression of service quality.   

 

1.1.1 Gaining a deeper understanding 

With the intention of understanding the topic and the reasoning for taking on this specific 

subject the authors thoroughly discussed the different pros and cons in advance with the 

assigned tutor. This was done with the aim of getting some guidance regarding whether or 

not the subject in question was constructive and reasonable to study. The initial curiosity of 

this specific subject arose due to the service marketing topic as such, but also because of the 

interest of traveling and the own perception of what you expect from service quality in 

relation to what you get. The authors decided to investigate this subject as a result of an 

acknowledged increase in the domestic airline traffic of today (IATA 2007), and thereby also 

an increased movement of its related customers. The interest is placed within how 

customers perceive service quality and how it should be performed in order to meet their 

demands, but also what aspects that can be improved if there is considered to be a lack of 

quality.  

 

1.1.2 Elucidations 

Service quality is a concept that are strongly correlated and often mentioned in a similar 

context for describing a company’s success regarding satisfied customers and its related 

reasons. Since airline companies are strongly service oriented, (because of the fact that their 

customers are actually buying a service and not a product), much of their focus have to be 

placed on the customers and what they perceive to be good quality. If a customer expects to 

get something when buying a service but receives something that is less desirable, customer 

dissatisfaction is formed and the company might lose that particular customer in the future.  

 

Based on previously mentioned facts and reasoning, the authors have decided to perform an 

explorative study in order to carry out and investigate the research question. The choice of 
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doing that origin due to the fact that already existing, by literature well established, service 

quality factors are attempted and used in relation to the purpose of the question in order to 

come up with suitable results and reasoning.      

 

1.2 RESEARCH PROBLEM 

As mentioned earlier, in order for a company to be successful, one has to know what the 

consumers want, how they want it and how it can be done in the best possible way. In other 

words, service quality is strongly correlated with customer satisfaction and thereby also 

linked with, and resulting in a possibility of a profitable outcome. The airline industry is very 

service oriented and the aim is to provide the customers with desirable and qualitative 

service, in order to regain customers and create lasting relationships and thereby also 

retention. 

 

 

What attributes contribute to service quality in the various steps, from booking to 

disembarking, involved when interacting with airlines in traveling? 

 

1.3 PURPOSE 

The purpose of this study is to investigate what customers perceive to be the most 

important attributes for service quality in the interaction within the process of booking and 

in the following service encounter steps: check in, security control, boarding and in flight. 

The service quality associated with each and every step in the process will be examined and 

evaluated, both regarding customers preferences about service quality and in addition, the 

actual outcome.     

 

1.4 CHOICE OF SUBJECT 

The decision of choosing this subject is based upon the authors’ already existing interest of 

the field that are researched and investigated in this thesis. Interest within the area of the 

airline industry and its different components is combined with how consumers behave and 

direct their preferences, and thereby also showing the reasoning behind it. By investigating 

this specific subject and area, the authors can use already existing knowledge within the field 

in order to broaden their views and extend the understanding of correlations between 

different subjects.    

 

1.5 LIMITATIONS 

Service quality in the airline industry has many aspects; quality of the food served onboard, 

supply of magazines in the seat pocket, seat comfort etcetera. However, this study has been 

limited to the interaction aspect of service delivery, the service quality when interaction 

takes place between the service provider and the customer. Moreover, the study is 

performed at the University in Umeå, Sweden, thereby limiting the possibility of collecting 

data regarding different airlines available in the industry. This is due to the fact that the 
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airport(s) were not able to be included in the study due to a lack of resources such as time 

and money, which would probably have given a different result and answer to the question.   

 

2. THEORETICAL METHOD 

2.1 PERSPECTIVE 

When conducting this study, the authors had the choice of either going from the airlines’ 

perspective, or from the airline customers’ perspective. To make that choice, the authors 

had to go back to the core purpose, which was to acknowledge how customers perceive 

service quality when traveling with an airline. The authors believe that the best way to 

resolve this was to go from the customers’ perspective, mainly because it is their 

preferences and experiences that is the aim to get hold of, and it is believed that airlines’ 

perspective puts the focus on something else – how the airlines perceive the service quality. 

Therefore, the customers’ thoughts are what the authors want to gain deeper knowledge 

about, which also is the motivation for the choice of perspective. 

2.2 EPISTEMOLOGY 

The choice of epistemology is the choice of what to regard as information, and how we shall 

look at it. Within the area of research, there are two schools, two distinguished ways of 

looking at data. First, there is the hermeneutic school. Here, the interpretation of data is in 

focus, and not necessarily the data as such. Focus lies on understanding data. Second, there 

is the positivistic school, which consequently focuses on the empirical findings and research 

that only can be regarded as facts (Bryman & Bell 2007).  

 

In this study, we consider knowledge and information to be what we gain through our 

survey. Since we have coded the answers and computed them in a statistical tool, the data 

we have gathered are in fact numbers, and can not be interpreted in any other way than 

their values. Thus, the information we gather is absolute, which implies that the nature of 

this study is strictly positivistic (Bryman & Bell 2007: 16). 

2.3 ONTOLOGY 

Ontology shows us in what way the study aligns the nature of social entities, and answers 

questions such as “what is” and similar. The choice of ontology is a choice of how social 

entities should be regarded in terms of relation to social constructions; either as objective 

entities that possesses an outer reality or as constructions based on the subjective actions 

and perceptions of these entities. Hence, it is often regarded that there are two types of 

ontology’s; the objectivistic type, and the subjectivist or constructionist type of ontology 

(Bryman & Bell 2007:22).  
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We have made the conclusion that this study will be based on the objective ontological point 

of view. Since it is argued that social phenomena and its related meanings exists 

independently of social factors (Bryman & Bell 2007:22), we think that the best way to 

approach the subject of service marketing in the airline industry is to regard social entities in 

the economic sphere as they are – as objective entities with objective actions and relations 

to one another. This decision was based due to the fact that social phenomena and related 

categories are not dependent on other actors (Bryman & Bell 2007:22).  

2.4 RESEARCH APPROACH 

It can be argued that by distinguishing between a qualitative and a quantitative approach is 

of great importance when writing a thesis and performing research within the area of 

business administration. When conducting a quantitative research, the principal orientation 

that is used for the role of theory and that is related to research, is the deductive approach. 

The deductive approach enables one to test the theory instead of trying to creating the 

theory (Bryman & Bell 2007).   

 

Quantitative and qualitative research strategies have differences in the role of theory, 

epistemological issues and ontological concerns. Though, it is argued that both of the 

different strategies can be combined when one is conducting an overall research project 

(Bryman & Bell 2007). 

 

This study will mainly be conducted with a deductive approach, trying to verify and falsify a 

number of hypotheses the authors have made based upon theory, which will be further 

presented in chapter four. The authors have chosen to investigate theories in service quality 

and emotional labor, which is believed to have the most influence of the consumers’ 

perceptions of service quality in the airline business. To measure service quality in these two 

aspects, we have used a number of, by the authors, predefined factors that are important to 

service quality according to the theories we have used; 

 

  Emotional labor: Service quality: 

  Friendliness  Efficiency 

  Helpfulness  Organization 

    Availability 

    Security 

    Simplicity 

    Information 

 

Moreover, this study is of little inductive nature as well, because of our pursuit of finding out 

what factors in the respective line of theory that is significant and not. Knowledge about 

what stage to focus upon in the studied process is interesting and thus, the following study is 

mainly deductive, partly inductive. 
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2.5 PRECONCEPTIONS 

Preconceptions are the knowledge that we, as authors, possess when we are entering this 

project and therefore have an influence on our work, which in turn make it important to 

emphasize this fact. There are normally two different types of preconceptions. Personal 

preconceptions is the first type, which are the preconceptions that the author has gained 

from his or her private aspect of life; growth, experiences from relationships, family, and 

others – knowledge from social factors. The second type is the knowledge and information 

that has been collected or learned from the educational aspect of life – reading books, 

listening to lectures, different classes’ etcetera. I.e. information that has been gained during 

the time spent within the educational system. 

2.5.1 Personal preconceptions 

The personal preconceptions within the area where research have been conducted, is that 

the authors consider themselves to be quite experienced travelers, as many young people 

are today, and have a somewhat clear picture of what an adequate service in this matter 

should be. This is also; as mentioned earlier, something that woke the attention to this 

specific area of research, and we think there are no doubt that our interests in traveling has 

had an influence when conducting this study, from the design of the study to the 

interpretations and analysis of the data. However, the authors have tried to be as objective 

as possible on this point. 

2.5.2 Educational preconceptions 

The second type of preconceptions worth mentioning, the educational, are neither extensive 

nor liminal. The authors have both been attending courses in marketing in general, and 

service marketing in particular, which has taught us the main concepts of quality within the 

service sector. Since both of the authors are attending a business administration program at 

university level, we think that we possess a decent view of the implications of service 

quality, design and marketing related factors within this area of research. 

2.6 LITERATURE SEARCH 

Information for this project has been gathered through several channels, where articles from 

scientific journals, educational books and other scientific documents are the main sources. 

The articles from scientific journals were searched and found online at the Umeå University 

Library website, where we had access to different databases similar to, Web of Science (ISI), 

Academic Search Elite (EBSCO) and SCIRUS (Elsevier). The search words used during the 

efforts to find relevant articles did of course vary depending on what the aim of the search 

was. When searching for journals and articles on emotional labor, words like “emotional 

labor”, “airline industry” and “emotion regulation (or management)” were used. In addition, 

the words used regarding information about service quality included “service quality in 

relation to customers”, “customer interaction” and “airlines”. For the usage of physical 

literature, several previous course literature books were utilized. The books referred to are 
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regarded as very updated; and the authors find them adequate since they are written in the 

business administration paradigm, something which accentuates this thesis as well. 

 

 

2.7 SOURCE CRITICISM 

It is perceived by the authors that criticism is to provide a decent view of both advantages 

and disadvantages of the sources that have been used for this thesis, i.e. credibility, source 

focus and other aspects. Subjective judgments regarding the usage of sources have tried to 

be accomplished, and will be presented to you in this section. 

 

The authors consider most of the sources to be of good use and have good credibility. 

Sources found through the library science databases are of course of significant weight. 

However, like all sources, certain critique can be justified, and the sources that have been 

used for this thesis are no exception. One perception before starting writing this paper was 

that it was perceived to be easy to get hold of very specific information when searching the 

web for articles and journals, since the databases are almost endless with different sources 

of information. However, it was quite hard to find articles with models and theories 

applicable to the topic in question; the search had to be done very thoroughly to find 

somewhat relevant information.  

 

Overall, the information that was found has been very general, and do not present theories 

exactly as the authors would have wanted, something that should be regarded with a critical 

eye. Moreover, some of the information and articles were quite old. Hochschild, for 

example, wrote about the concept of emotional labor as early as 1983. Because of the rather 

big attention her research got, it is strongly believed that there has been some progress in 

that area for the past 26 years. But the main information concerning that concept has been 

gathered from the previously mentioned book, something which also could and should be 

criticized. 

 

For the structure and disposition, as well as methodology of the thesis, Bryman & Bell have 

mainly been used. This book has also been seen before, by both of the authors, during the 

academic education, which is why it came quite clear to use this book for the main part of 

the method chapter. The usage of this book was perceived to be good and with a sense of 

familiarity with the book’s disposition and theories. However, this can of course be regarded 

with critique as well – other research books might have suited this project better (or worse). 

Since some sociology is involved in this paper, perhaps an even more generalized (or 

sociology focal) book should have been used. But the general perception of Bryman & Bell is 

that it is very general and applicable on business administration, and covers most things 

when writing a scientific paper in this subject. 
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2.7.1 Reference system 

There are generally two reference systems to use when writing a paper, the Oxford method 

and the Harvard method. We have chosen the Oxford reference system, which is referring to 

sources through brackets instead of notes at the bottom of the page. This is mainly for 

simplicity reasons; it makes it easier to manage the text in the writing program (Dahmström 

2005:370-371), but also because of convenience for the reader, not needing to let go of the 

text and look at the bottom of the page when wanting to know the source referred to.  
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3. PRACTICAL METHOD 

 

This chapter focuses on giving the reader knowledge regarding how the market survey is 

designed and conducted with an emphasis on the practical method. The different parts will 

be explained and examined in relation to how they were carried out and why the authors 

decided to follow that specific path. It is supposed to contribute as an extension to the 

previous chapter, the theoretical method, in order to provide the reader with deeper 

knowledge concerning the research process.  

 

3.1 MARKET SURVEY   

As argued earlier, the authors have decided to take on a quantitative approach in order to 

complete the study. This decision is based upon different reasons concerning how a market 

survey is to be performed in order to match the purpose of the study.  

 

A quantitative study was found to be the most suitable option for this specific research 

problem since the authors wanted to see the problem from a wider standpoint, where a 

more general perspective of the problem can be emphasized. Our study is of quantitative 

nature, the answers are coded numerically, which makes this study positivistic – we have 

mentioned this. But by performing a quantitative study, the results gained through the 

market survey can be interpreted and analyzed to view a broader picture of the problem 

that is researched (Bryman & Bell 2007:169). In comparison to performing a qualitative study 

where only a few respondents take part of the research through interviews, focus groups or 

something alike, where you can go deeper into the problem and get different perceptions 

that can be further analyzed without being able to generalize the results.   

 

The authors decided to distribute a questionnaire to the different respondents in order to 

conduct the study. The choice of doing that is mainly based on the decision to perform a 

quantitative study where a broader and more generalized approach is the mean to be 

achieved. Besides trying to reach a generalized approach there are other advantages with 

handing out a questionnaire as well, compared to performing interviews with a group of 

people or with single individuals. A quantitative research approach is generally less time 

consuming in comparison to most qualitative research strategies. It could be measured in 

the sense that the questionnaire can be handed out to a larger group of people at one point 

while interviews takes more time to perform since it is usually personal and includes one 

person or a smaller group of people. Furthermore, monetary reasons are also of great 

importance when placing an argument for the choice of performing a quantitative study. It is 

related to the time variable in the sense that the cost of performing the study will be less, 

because more respondents can be included at the same point of time and focus does not 

have to be placed on specific individuals. If you divide the total cost for performing the 

research on the total amount of respondents in the population, the cost per person will be 
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relatively low (Ejlertsson 2005:11).  

 

As indicated in the name of the research strategy, the quantitative approach focuses on 

having a large amount of respondents. Therefore, a questionnaire is of great advantage in 

comparison to individual interviews in the sense that one is able to include a bigger quantity 

of people (as mentioned earlier), generating a larger sample size which is desirable for this 

specific type of study. The questionnaire also enables the researchers to have the same and 

standardized questions throughout every survey that is distributed, making every 

respondent answering the same set of questions. Thereby, the process of analyzing and 

comparing the results acquired becomes highly facilitated (Ejlertsson 2005:11).  

  

3.2 DESIGNING THE SURVEY 

There are different considerations that one has to bear in mind when designing and 

conducting a survey. A number of different errors might occur when the data is collected 

and about to be analyzed. Therefore, the importance of minimizing the risk of such things 

beforehand is very crucial.  

 

3.3 SAMPLING METHOD 

There are two different types of sampling methods, randomized and non-randomized 

samples. When a quantitative research is performed it is important to use the randomized 

sampling method in order to increase the probability of getting a sample that is the most 

representative for the population as a whole (Bryman & Bell 2007:187).  

  

As mentioned earlier, the authors have decided to perform the study on students attending 

Umeå University. Therefore, it was decided that the most suitable sample strategy would be 

of a non-probability nature where the convenience sample is undertaken. This type of 

sampling includes what is available to the researcher by the virtue of its accessibility 

(Bryman & Belll  2007:197).  

 

By using this method, everybody that happens to be at the right place at the right time will 

be integrated in the research study. This can be applied to performing the study at the 

university, where the authors have been walking around in the different buildings related to 

different fields of studies to find respondents. This is a type of convenience sampling since 

the ones that were available and approachable at the time were asked to be part of the 

study. 

 

3.3.1 Population 

The targeted population that has been decided to be included in this study is: people who 

are possible airline attendants. This means that mainly every single person could have the 

opportunity to be included in the research even though they have never been flying in their 

entire life. Consequently some considerations regarding limitations had to be thought of in 
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beforehand in order to incorporate a smaller amount of the population when performing the 

study.  

 

Therefore, the authors decided to focus on approaching and including respondents studying 

at Umeå University, Sweden. Students are often considered to be a target group that is easy 

to reach and approach (convenience) (Bryman & Bell 2007:197-199) and consequently a 

suitable target when there is a lack of time and monetary resources. Besides those factors, 

students are one of the groups that are traveling and flying more than others, due to a more 

internationalized society and a more open minded perspective on traveling and its 

opportunities.  

 

3.3.2 Targeting errors 

The initial plan regarding what target population to include in the study had to be 

reconsidered after the upcoming of a few complications. The idea was, logically considering 

the purpose of the study, to perform the study at the airport in Umeå (which would have 

been the only airport included in the study due to a lack of monetary resources). The authors 

contacted the person in charge of security questions at the airport and were told that the 

survey had to be verified to be suitable before it could be conducted at that specific airport. 

A promise about an immediate reply was given but none came. Continuous attempts to get 

an answer of whether or not the study could be performed at the airport were taken, but 

still, no reply was given. The severe lack of time resources forced the authors to reconsider 

where to perform the study and as a result, a decision to complete the survey at Umeå 

University was taken with the motivation mentioned earlier.   

 

3.3.3 Non-response errors 

When a methodological strategy is undertaken it has to be understood that there are a 

number of negative aspects involved and that might arise. When respondents are declining 

to participate and to fill out the survey a problem called non-response error occurs (Bryman 

& Bell 2007:183, 196). Related to this problem is the case when the respondents are not 

answering the entire questionnaire, i.e. leaving out some questions with a blank answer, 

which is called errors in data acquisitions (Bryman & Bell 2007:184).  Though, if the different 

aspects are considered before performing the survey, many of the disadvantages can be 

defeated through being careful when designing the survey and by planning everything 

systematically (Ejlertsson 2005:12-13).  

 

As a result of using a convenience sample some people that are asked to participate are 

likely to decline and will not be part of it. When this happened, a new person was 

approached in order to fill the total sample of 100 respondents. Even though all of the 

surveys were filled out, there were missing values in some of them where the respondents 

had either chosen not to answer a certain question or simply just missed out on one or more 
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(Bryman & Bell 2007:196). Another aspect that has to be taken under consideration is the 

possibility of interpreting the questions in another way than was intended to when the 

survey was formed. When the questions are evaluated, it is hard or nearly impossible to 

know if this is the case. But there is a possibility that they can be shown through outliers that 

do not seem to fit the pattern of the rest of the answers the respondents have been 

contributing with.  

   

3.4 RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY 

When a quantitative study is performed the reliability and validity is very crucial for making 

the results trustworthy and to function as a base for further research and similar studies.  

 

Reliability is a component that is used to measure how reliable a research study is and if it 

can be used later on in a different context. It is supposed to show whether or not the study 

is consistent and stable over time without any major changes and fluctuations. By a reliable 

and small amount of random variation the authors can prove that if the study is performed 

over and over again the same results would still be achieved (Bryman & Bell 2007:162-165). 

The researchers have to make sure that the data itself and the data collection are not 

influenced by themselves or others in any manner. By guaranteeing non-influence, in 

relation to making sure that the questions are really measuring what they are intended to 

measure, it can be argued that the survey has high validity (Bryman & Bell 2007:162-165). To 

accomplish this it is crucial to choose parameters that fit the variables and the intention of 

using them in the study.  

 

Statistiska centralbyrån (SCB) was used as a valuable source in order to gain deeper 

knowledge concerning different ways of constructing the right questions for the right 

purpose. It is emphasized that both the questions and the response alternatives needs to be 

well worded, formatted and thoroughly thought of prior to conducting the research.  

 

In order to get the best results possible from performing the questionnaire, a pilot study was 

made and carried out prior to the actual study was conducted. The authors decided to 

perform the study in order to enhance and strengthen the trustworthiness of the actual 

survey that was to be performed for the research purpose. The importance of performing 

this type of study is emphasized in relation to the significance of interpreting the different 

questions in a similar manner, by every respondent taking part of the survey (Bryman & Bell 

2007:273).  

 

One has to make sure that the survey questions are well functioning, but also that the 

research instrument is working as a whole for the purpose of the study. (Bryman & Bell 

2007:273). When conducting a questionnaire, problems such as waste of money and time 

can be avoided if a pilot study has been carried out in beforehand. The same goes for 

questions that might arise for the respondents regarding the survey, which can be 
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diminished if you acknowledge a question or questions that seem to create confusion and 

thereby have the opportunity to reconstruct them.   

 

In relation to previously mentioned advantages, you are able to find out whether the 

respondents are answering the questions in the same way and thereby causing problems 

with finding a variable that can be useful in the interpreting stage. If questions are being 

skipped, the reason might be confusing phrasing, poorly worded instructions or confusing 

positioning in the questionnaire (Bryman & Bell 2007:274). Therefore, it can be argued that 

the pilot study is a useful tool in determining how adequate the questions and the 

instructions are (Dahmström 2205:143-145). It should also be pointed out that it should not 

be conducted on people that are possible candidates of the sample that is included in the 

full study. This has to do with the fact that it might affect how representative possible 

preceding samples can be (Bryman and Bell 2007:274).   

 

Based on the gained knowledge about pilot studies mentioned above, the authors 

performed the study on eight respondents that were selected through convenience. It was 

also performed due to recognition of different preferences and previous experiences with 

different airlines. The reason for having knowledge about existing previous experiences was 

due to a decision of performing the pilot study on people that the authors already knew in 

order to get an honest response and proper suggestions for improvements.    

 

3.5 STATISTICAL TOOLS  

Statistical tools are one of the main components used for being able to analyze and interpret 

the data that is collected through the surveys. Many different ways of handling the data are 

at hand and one has to choose the most suitable ones for the particular set of data that will 

be analyzed, and in turn, what conclusions to draw from the results.  

 

The vast amount of data collected through the questionnaire has to be analyzed and 

presented in a way that is easy to follow and enables the reader to grasp the whole picture. 

To make it as easy as possible to see the differences between the components investigated, 

bar charts were reasoned to be the best alternative to use. With bar charts, related results 

can be presented right next to each other, which can make it easier to state results. At the 

same time the reader is enabled to see for him/herself while reading the explanation, which 

generates a different type of understanding. The type of variables that mostly will be dealt 

with, qualitative variables, are suggested to be most easily and suitably presented by bar 

charts.  (Dahmström 2005:34). 

 

 In relation to the bar charts, other statistical tests and analyses are needed in order to see 

correlations between some of the attributes that have been investigated. A correlation 

matrix was created in the program SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences), where 

also a number of regression analyses between different factors were conducted. A 
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correlation matrix is used in order to show if there exist any linear relationships between 

specifically chosen components and thereby also the strength and direction of it. Whereas 

the regression analysis is used as a technique for modeling and analyzing numerical data 

consisting of a dependent variable and one or more independent variables. The dependent 

variable is also called a response variable and the independent variables can be referred to 

as explanatory variables or predictors. A regression analysis is used for a number of different 

purposes, including; prediction, inference, hypothesis testing and modeling of relationship, 

where the latter one will be approached for the purpose of this study. In addition, a table 

with minimum, maximum, mean and deviance values was created which are used to show 

the different answer levels related to a certain question.   

 

The coefficient of determination, R square, and significance level will here be explained in 

order to facilitate the reading and understanding of the findings presented later on.  

  

R square: The main purpose is to predict future outcomes based on other related 

information. It shows how much of the variance that is explained by the dependent variable. 

A measure of how well future outcomes are likely to be predicted by the model 

(mathbits.com). 

 

Significance level: A statistical result is said to be statistically significant if it is unlikely to 

have occurred by chance, and it is defined as the probability of making a decision to reject 

the null hypothesis when the null hypothesis is actually true. It is often made using a p-value, 

if the p-value is less than the significance level, then you can reject the null hypothesis. The 

values presented in this thesis are based on confidential interval of 95 percent, meaning that 

with a 95 percent assurance conclusions can be made (p < 0.05) (Bryman & Bell 2007:369).     

3.6 METHOD CRITICISM 

The method used for the thesis was, as mentioned earlier, a quantitative study. To motivate 

this, we have to go back and check feasibility with our core purpose, which was to find out 

possible correlations between perceptions and expectations of service quality in the airline 

industry. Even though there are disadvantages with surveys (i.e. the respondents might not 

interpret the question as we thought, they can view the entire survey and therefore not 

answer the questions in the appropriate order, follow-up issues are not possible, etcetera), 

we think that the choice of method is motivated.  Since the purpose implies looking at the 

problem through a consumers’ perspective, and since the significance is to see what a large 

population thinks, the most suitable method was to use a quantitative survey study.  

 

On the other hand, how the method was carried out and constructed can be questioned. If 

we start with the construction of the questionnaire, there were not included a “No opinion”-

option on the majority of the questions. It was not acknowledged in advance, the fact that 

many respondents did not have any opinion in several of our questions, which may have 
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resulted in wrongly answering “Do not agree” or a middle-option corresponding to neither 

“Strongly agree”, nor “Do not agree”. 

 

Another point of critique of the construction of the survey could be that in the questions, 

the authors were not explicit enough to point out that the questions regarded the 

interaction between airline (or non-airline, depending on each step) representatives. When 

conducting a survey, it is evident that the questions have to be distinctive and clear, so that 

interpretation of each question only can be done in one way. However, the questions in the 

survey could be perceived to regard the service quality as such, i.e. how well the actual 

service was carried out, which the authors perceive to be more of a judgment of a product, 

than as interaction. Therefore, the hindsight in this case concerning the construction of the 

questionnaire has to be the missing additional “No opinion”-option in many of the 

questions, and the possible missing clarity of the questions. 

 

Further critique can be placed on where and among whom the study was conducted. It was 

carried out on two separate days, the 27th of April and the 11th of May, on campus of the 

University of Umeå. The original thought was to hand out the surveys one day at a more 

public place with a wider age span and one day at the university campus. By making the 

study this way we would probably have had a more heterogeneous population with more 

diverse answers.  

 

The big problem that arose was how to find a calm environment, in which respondents could 

take the time to take to fill in our survey. It was recognized in advance that this was not 

going to be a problem on campus, where there are plenty of calm places with low pace that 

provides the respondents with the tranquility and concentration needed. The biggest 

problem was where to find a calm “public” place elsewhere, where people would not be in a 

hurry and where they could take the time needed to complete the survey. Since the type of 

population that was the target was air travelers, it was decided that the airport would be a 

quite suitable place for handing out our surveys, behind the safety control at the gate area. 

The environment around that area is calm and the respondents perhaps even would have 

wanted to have something to do while waiting on boarding their flights. However, as 

mentioned earlier, these plans were spoiled due to the need of a special security clearance 

from the Swedish air traffic department, something we tried to get but took too long to 

issue. Because of the narrow time frame, we eventually simply could not wait any longer, 

which is why the authors had to proceed with the project to pursue a more student focal 

perspective. 

 

Generally, if the survey would have been made today, an application for a security clearance 

would have taken place earlier, and additional time and effort would have been devoted into 

the construction of the questionnaire. The latter lays within our own hands of doing, but the 
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security clearance was hard to predict and do anything about. It is to be emphasized that 

this happened against our will and planning.  

 

An additional aspect that might be considered as a flaw of the questionnaire is the fact that 

the respondents must refer to the latest flight they flew. The answers of those who 

participated in the survey and had not flown for a long time, might not have been absolute 

correct, because of a possible failing memory. Since 15 respondents stated that they had 

never flown during the last year, this would probably have had a big impact on the reliability 

of the answers. However, the authors believed that no other choice but to ask the 

respondents to remind themselves about their latest flight and base the survey on that was 

suitable, because of our trouble finding an ideal place for people to take part of the survey. 

This problem was recognized even before the study was carried out, and we thought of 

handing it out among passengers who had just arrived at the airport, standing by the 

conveyor belt and waiting for their bags. But it was quickly realized that they would not have 

enough time to complete the survey, which is why it was decided to let the respondents 

refer to their latest flight. 
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4. THEORY 

4.1 THEORETICAL BENCHMARKS 

Since this study covers the interaction between consumers and airlines, a few theories in this 

area of research that concerns the two fundamental aspects of service delivery were chosen; 

service quality and emotional labor. The design of this chapter is meant to prominent the 

perspective of the consumers through the service quality theories. Through these well 

known and established theories, the hope is to enlighten the reader about the implications 

when interaction takes place between consumer and service provider. Since consumers, 

service quality and how it is perceived is the main focus for this study, a little more emphasis 

has been put on that. Emotional labor gives us a view of the employees’ working situation, 

and therefore we can also show the problem from the airlines viewpoint.  

 

4.2 EMOTIONAL LABOR 

4.2.1 Definition of emotional labor 

Emotional labor is a term originally stated by Hochschild (1983), and refers to the type of 

labor that requires the employee to induce or suppress feelings in order to sustain the 

outward expression that produces the proper state of mind in others, in this case 

consumers. According to her, there are three types of labor to be recognized; physical, 

mental and emotional labor. Physical labor is carried out when the employee trade his or her 

physical efforts for a wage, while mental labor is the correspondent term for the trade of 

mental efforts. Thus, emotional labor is the trade of the employees’ feelings and warmth for 

a wage. Most of the emotional labor theories discussed in this chapter are based on 

Hochschild’s assumptions, and she has out of coincidence, studied the emotional labor in the 

very same branch of business as have been done in this study, the work situation of flight 

attendants. 

4.2.2 Deep- and surface acting 

One could say that the concept of emotional labor is all about managing feelings. When 

emotional labor is being delivered from service provider to consumer, there are two 

significant dimensions in which the emotion delivery can be modified and facilitated; the 

extent of an employee’s smiling and the authenticity of his or her emotional display (Thurau, 

Groth, Paul & Gremler, 2006).  

We all do a little bit of acting, both in our private- and professional life. According to 

Hochschild, this can be carried out in two ways. She has conceptualized the outcomes or 

products of the two variables mentioned in the paragraph above as something she calls 

deep- and surface acting, between which she makes a clear distinction. Surface acting is 

modifying the outward appearance solely by tensing muscles and producing just a smile 
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rather than a feeling. Some might say that surface acting is all about faking emotions. Deep 

acting, on the other hand, is a more genuine production of a smile of the employee. This can 

in turn be done in two ways, where the first way of deep acting is by directly urging, or 

calling on feelings. The other way is delivering feelings through indirect use of a trained 

imagination. Thus, deep acting constitutes a more steep and genuine feeling, and is 

therefore harder than surface acting to carry out by the employees. 

 

Moreover, Gross (1998) concurs with Hochschilds’ conceptualization of deep- and surface 

acting, and also states two types of emotion regulation. The first one is regulation of 

emotion by changing the precursors of emotions, the so called antecedent-focused 

regulations. This can either be carried out by attention deployment, when focus is changed 

to thoughts or things that require emotions or feelings, or by cognitive change, meaning to 

evaluate the situations differently to change the emotions they induce. That is an example of 

deep acting. The second type of Gross’ emotion regulation is called the response-focused 

regulation, which in turn refers to the concept of surface acting, with the simple nature of 

modulating the employees’ reactions to situations by suppressing, intensifying or faking 

emotions. Hence, we can once again stipulate that the nature of surface acting is rather 

“shallow”. Gross’ model of emotion regulation below; 

                      

   Gross (1998) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       Antecedent-focused    Response-focused 

        emotion regulation    emotion regulation 

            (i.e. reappraisal)       (i.e. surpression) 

 

Another distinguished scientist on this subject, Alicia Grandey, proposes a slightly more 

developed model to conceptualize the characteristics of emotional labor. While Gross’ 

model is quite generalized, even to situations in our private lives, Grandeys’ model (2000) 

coincides with Gross’ model, but it is a bit more specific and adapted to job situations. She 

has added the variable(s) of the nature of customer interaction on the “input”-side, which 

         EMOTIONAL RESPONSE TENDENCIES 

 

• Behavioral 

• Experiental 

• Psychological Emotional cues Emotional response 
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provides the model with a bigger understanding for the processing of emotion. Moreover, 

during the emotion regulation process, she states that the process is not just dependant on 

individual response tendencies, but also organizational factors that affects this process. 

Another addition to Gross’ model is the affection of the outcomes of the interaction in the 

long run. The acknowledgement of the professional results or affections is also present in 

long-term consequences, and illustrates how not just the individual, but also the 

organization can be affected by customer interaction. 

 

 

   Grandey (2000) 

 

Situational cues             Emotion regulation   Long-term consequences 

 

Interaction expectations Deep acting: Modify feelings  Individual well-being 

Frequency   Attention deployment  Burnout 

Duration  Cognitive change  Job satisfaction 

Variety 

Display rules  Surface acting: Modify expressions Organizational well-being 

  Response modulation  Performance 

Emotional events    Withdrawal behavior 

Positive events 

 

 

 

  

       

 

 

This is an interesting line of theory, which very much constitutes the big picture of delivering 

emotional labor. It provides a decent view of this kind of labor, and the working situations by 

the employees in service delivering, face-to-face interactions, i.e. flight attendants, check-in 

staff, etcetera. To apply this theory in our study, we have dedicated some of the questions in 

our questionnaire to how the passengers perceived the personnel delivered emotions, and 

whether they perceive it as an important factor in service quality or not. 

Deep acting: Modify feelings 

Attention deployment 

Cognitive change 

 

Surface acting: Modify expressions 

Response modulation 

Deep acting: Modify feelings 

Attention deployment 

Cognitive change 

 

Surface acting: Modify expressions 

Response modulation 

Individual well-being 

Burnout 

Job satisfaction 

 

Organizational well-being 

Performance 

Withdrawal behavior 

Interaction expectations 

Frequency 

Duration 

Variety 

Display rules 

 

Emotional events 

Positive events 

Negative events 

Individual factors Organizational factors 

Gender  Job autonomy 

Emotional expressivity Supervisor support 

Emotional intelligence Coworker support 

Affectivity 
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4.3 SERVICE QUALITY 

 

4.3.1 Definition 

Service quality is hard to define but an attempt of doing it follows; “a product or service has 

quality if customers’ enjoyment of it exceeds their perceived value of the money they paid for 

it” (Chakrapani 1998). A further explanation is therefore needed to clarify the concept of 

customer enjoyment, “a product or service that enhances customer enjoyment is one that 

consistently meets customer needs and expectations” (Chakrapani 1998). It is said that 

perceived service quality is an evaluation of the performance, made by the customer, which 

is based on different specific features attached to the service. The process of doing this has 

its origin in a subjective and relatively rational process (Anselmsson 2001). A correlation 

between the attitude towards service quality and satisfaction, regarding the outcome of the 

process, is argued to be affecting purchase intentions or purchase behavior.  

 

“The only criteria that count in evaluating service quality are defined by customers. Only 

customers judge quality; all other judgments are essentially irrelevant”(Zeithaml, 

Parasuraman & Berry 1985)      

 

If a company or industry provides their customers with service quality, a measure of how 

well they are performing has to be undertaken to be able to clarify how qualitative it actually 

is. A useful tool to assert a quality measurement is customer satisfaction where one is able 

to determine the level of performance. This is done so that the quality can be measured 

within a context. Quality is said to be recognized when one is experiencing it, but the main 

advantage is that it can often be affected and influenced by decision makers and 

evaluations.  

 

4.3.2 What do customers want? 

A customer has perceptions of quality that can be seen from three different angles working 

as basic psychological domains: cognitive, conative and affective. The satisfaction of a 

customer is often based on continuous improvements within these different elements. 

 

Domain Deals with  Relevant Dimension Relevant Consequence 

 

Cognitive:  Perceptual aspects Time  Works faster 

Conative: Behavioural aspects Work  Works better 

Affective: Feeling aspects Delight  Exceeds expectations 
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Exceeds 

                    expectations 

Works faster  Works better 

Chakrapani (2001) 

 

By following the path of the above mentioned dimensions, customer enjoyment can be 

enhanced and in turn generate and provide high-quality service. Even though high service 

quality is reached, continuous improvements have to be made in order to comply with 

changing preferences and new streams of customers. Once you are satisfied with one thing 

there are always other aspects that will be evaluated and criticized by the ones using the 

service. Improvements can be made in all different areas within a business, but according to 

Chakrapani, three main areas are pointed out to be the basic ones where service quality will 

be enhanced the most. The ones he is mentioning are: customer focus, process involvement 

and total improvement. It is argued that focus on product features should be shifted 

towards customer enjoyment, employee-dependent service towards process improvement 

and piecemeal implementation of quality initiatives towards total involvement with 

customers and the processes.  

 

 

1. Focus on product features � Customer focus 

2. Employee-dependent service � Process improvement 

3. Piecemeal implementation of quality initiatives � Total involvement 

 

Some of the top experts, Juran, Deming and Crosby, whom are dealing with service quality 

and quality as an overall matter, argue on the same standpoint about a number of different 

important perspectives related to it.  

 

• the entire organization should be committed to quality improvement 

• quality improvement is basically the responsibility of management 

• you should identify your internal and external customers and satisfy their needs 

• you should eliminate waste 

• the organization should instil pride in workers 

• the organization should create an environment of constant quality improvement 

(Ckaprapani  2001) 
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Even though the previous mentioned experts are of an overall different point of view when it 

comes to evaluating service quality and how to achieve it, these six points are said to be 

basic principles that are relied upon to accomplish the goals of a service oriented company 

or industry.  

 

A company with a focus on service must put effort into delivering quality on the attributes 

that is recognized to be the most important ones for the target customers. Quality 

researchers have been interested in understanding what attributes, resources or activities 

related to the service that have an impact on the customer’s perception of service quality.  

This can be evaluated independently of whether the perceived service quality is a result 

from a process where customers are comparing their expectations with perceptions of how 

it is actually performed, or if it is based on the result of how customers perceive 

performance (Anselmsson 2001). 

 

 
 

4.3.3 Perceived service quality 

There are two different types of measures that have to be considered when service quality is 

evaluated. It should not be done only in terms of the actual outcome (technical quality), but 

more importantly about how the service quality is delivered (functional quality). The 

functional quality aspect is very important since the process of exchanging and performing a 

service is (most of the time) involving a buyer-to-seller interaction. Furthermore, it is argued 

that this stage, the functional aspect, is the component making service quality hard to 

measure and evaluate. When a customer compares his or her expectations about a certain 

service with how he or she perceives company performance regarding the service, the 

customers’ perception of service quality is established.   
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(Parasuraman et al. 1985:48) 

 

The model presented above is showing various general determinants related to service 

quality that are of great importance for the customers’ evaluations of the quality in 

question. Since the model does not define what type of personal needs or past experience it 

is related to, one can make several different interpretations regarding this matter. Though, 

these two different factors are important for showing the existence of subjectivity and 

individuality of the single customer’s service quality evaluation.  

 

A number of different customer characteristics, some of them mentioned before, e.g. 

“needs”, “personal service philosophy”, “self perceived service role” and “earlier 

experience”, are influential to the service quality evaluation. Personal needs include a 

different set of physical, social and psychological needs. The personal service philosophy 

mentioned above refers to an attitude of the customer regarding the meaning of service and 

the performance the service providers contribute with. The self perceived service role is, as 

can be recognized by the name, mainly relevant in a situation where self-service is practiced 

and depending on the customer to participate in the forming of the actual service 

experience. The last factor mentioned above, relating to earlier experiences, can revolve 

around previous experiences one has had with a company prior to the current service 

encounter. It can also refer to experiences with other companies within the same industry or 

related industries (Anselmsson 2001). Previous service experience has a significant impact 

on the expectations of what to get the next time a service is being utilized. The higher the 

total level of previous experiences, the more one will expect of services in the future. These 

different individual characteristics all have an impact on the evaluation of and how one 

perceives service quality (Anselmsson 2001).  

 

Determinants of 

service quality: 

 

• Access 

• Communication 

• Competence 

• Courtesy 

• Credibility 

• Reliability 

• Responsiveness 

• Security 

• Tangibles 

• Understanding 

the customer 

 

Word of 

mouth 

Personal 

needs 

Past 

experience 

Expected 

service 

Perceived 

service 

Perceived 

service quality 
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4.3.4 SERVQUAL 

The SERVQUAL-model provides a widely used technology set for measuring and managing 

service quality, designed to measure it by the means of a customer perspective. It is related 

to a number of different important factors for the measuring of quality. Among the factors 

having a relationship to service quality we find; costs, customer satisfaction, customer 

retention and positive word of mouth.  

 

Ten different components were originally recognized for the formation of SERVQUAL, three 

of these remained intact while the seven additional components were combined together 

into two aggregate dimensions, assurance and empathy. Thus, a new set of only five 

remaining components was formed.  

 

 
It is argued by some researchers of SERVQUAL that it works as a predictor saying that 

customers in their evaluation of a service process, no matter of whether they had high or 

low expectations priory, will do it in favour of the service as long as the expectations are met 

or exceeded (Asubonteng 1996).  Consumer expectations are the most important factor to 

consider for evaluating service quality. If a company provides a service that does not meet 

the expectations of the customer, the quality is considered to be low. This can be related to 

all five different steps in the RATER-model (the five components left after the revision 

mentioned above), i.e. if a company’s responsiveness is perceived to be below the level of 

expectations, it could be said that the quality of responsiveness is poor. It is argued that it is 

the gap that might arise between performance and expectations that generate consumer 

expectations of qualitative services. Quality increases when the expectations are exceeded 

by the performance, and in contrast, quality decreases when performance does not meet 

the expectations.  

• Reliability 

• Assurance 

• Tangibles 

• Empathy 

• Responsiveness 

• Reliability 

• Responsiveness 

• Competence 

• Access 

• Courtesy 

• Communication 

• Credibility 

• Security 

• Understanding/ 

Knowing the 

customer 

• Tangibles 
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SERVQUAL can be used in a quantitative approach where a number of different steps are 

considered and can apply to: 

• Determination the dimensions for the focal industry based on the literature or 

perform a study in which the dimensions are identified  

• Measure for the firm customer expectations and performance on the dimensions  

• Compare expectations with performance to identify strengths and weaknesses in 

service quality  

• Take action to correct weaknesses and capitalize on strengths 

• Judging qualitative data over time and in comparison with other firms 

Managers for firms providing services can apply these steps as a valuable tool for improving 

quality since SERVQUAL measures are considered to be reliable and valid. 

 

Lastly, these service quality theories are well connectable to the factors we listed in the 

second chapter, which we also believe are the dimensions of service quality. As we have 

mentioned already, the hypotheses on service quality are built on these factors, which of 

course vary with the steps of the process. Service quality may not be perceived alike in 

different steps (i.e. “simplicity” and “efficiency” assumingly don’t have same significance in 

certain steps). The theoretical point of interest is therefore varied with each step of the 

process (Asubonteng 1996).   

 

4.4 HYPOTHESES 

 

Upon the theories just mentioned, we have built some hypotheses with the aim to try out on 

the population. It is reasonable to state these hypotheses with the support of the literature. 

The hypotheses are as following;  

 

• Hypothesis 1: Security, availability and simplicity is important for service quality 

within the booking step of the interactional process. 

 

• Hypothesis 2: Efficiency, friendliness and knowledge is important for service quality 

within the check-in step of the interactional process. 

 

• Hypothesis 3: Security, efficiency and friendliness is important for service quality 

within the security control step of the interactional process. 

 

• Hypothesis 4: Efficiency, organization and information is important for service 

quality within the boarding step of the interactional process. 
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• Hypothesis 5: Friendliness, information, knowledge and trust is important for 

service quality within the in-flight service step of the interactional process. 

 

• Hypothesis 6: Service quality in each of the five steps is important for the 

perception of service quality during the entire interactional process. 

 

In the discussion, these hypotheses will be verified or falsified, depending on the results 

presented in the following chapter five.  
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5. EMPIRICAL FINDINGS  
 

This is the section where the facts and results that were obtained when conducting the study 

will be presented. To not confuse the reader with both results and interpretation all at once, 

it has been chosen to keep this chapter out of any own thoughts and theory linking, and just 

presenting the plain results we have gathered. We have also tried to prove possible relations 

with statistical tools, such as regression analysis, and by that adding significant weight to our 

findings. 

5.1 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 

This is the part where it has been decided to present the general results. With the help of 

different statistical tools, several interesting diagrams will be presented, which all say 

something about service quality in the context that have been studied. However, the 

presentation should be kept as simple and interesting as possible to read, which is why we 

have screened among all the diagrams produced in this section and presented the most 

important ones. If needed for further investigation, all the diagrams are listed in the 

appendix. The study has provided us with some background facts, which we would like to 

present a selection of before moving on to the more purpose orientated results. The most 

interesting and varying variables were the respondents’ gender, age and number of times 

flown during the last year. We have excluded some background facts from this presentation, 

because of the insignificance they had on the other questions; when conducting the study 

exclusively on campus, the variation of income, education level and residency is very little. 

100 surveys were printed for people to fill in, and we received 98 fully filled in. Hence, there 

was a non-answer loss of two respondents. The majority of the respondents were between 

20 and 25 years old, something that seem reasonable due to the fact that the study was 

carried out on campus. Most of the respondents were females, representing 53 completed 

surveys. Furthermore, the majority of all respondents had flown less than 10 times during 

the last year, something we consider to be quite much. Since we believe Swedish students to 

be quite frequent flyers, we regard them as rather accustomed to air travel. 
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5.2 BRIEF OVERVIEW AND EXPLANATION OF OVERALL IMPRESSIONS 

The different stages in the service process have each been measured according to 

customers’ perception of the overall service experience in each step. The most frequent 

answer related to the overall impression, within the different stages, is “good”.  It is 

interesting to see that in every step, except the safety control, “very good” is the second 

most frequent answer. This shows that the overall impression of the service quality is 

considered to be fairly good. To see the width of the questions and whether or not there is 

a relationship between the different steps in the process, the entire answer range should be 

interpreted. As can be seen in the bar charts, there are respondents linked to all the 

different options ranging from “very good” to “very poor”.    

 

Here follows a presentation of the different Overall Impression variables; 

 
 

Chart 5.4: Overall impression of the booking 

alternative: The booking alternative is the first 

step in the total service process. 

Approximately 33 percent have the overall 

impression that the booking stage is “very 

good” and 47 percent of the respondents 

perceive it to be “good” which gives a total 

amount of roughly 80 percent having a 

positive attitude towards this specific stage. 16 

percent are having a moderate impression of 

booking, whereas 3 percent thinks the booking 

stage are poor and 1 percent have the 

impression of it being “very poor”.  

 

CHART 5.1 (Upper-left): Respondents distributed 

on gender 

CHART 5.2 (Upper-right): Respondents distributed 

on age 

CHART 5.3 (Left): Respondents distributed on 

number of flights during the last year 
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Chart 5.5: Overall impression of check-in: The 

overall impression in this stage, check-in, is 

very similar to the previous booking stage. 

There is somewhat less responses on the “very 

good” alternative, where approximately 36 

percent agrees, and where 48 percent are 

perceiving this stage to be “good”. The bar 

that has increased within this stage is the 

“moderate” one, where 12 percent agreed. 3 

percent of the respondents recognized the 

procedure to be poor, whereas the ramaining 

1 percent in the sample perceived it to be very 

poor.  

 

 

 

Chart 5.6: Overall impression of the safety 

control: The majority of the respondents  think 

that the overall impression in this stage is 

“good”, with a percentage of 46, while 16 

percent recognized it to be “very good”. This 

stage contains the highest percentage, 29 

percent, of respondents perceiving it to be 

“moderate”. 6 percent thought that the overall 

impression was “poor” while 3 percent were of 

the opinion that it was “very poor”.  

 

Chart 5.7: Overall impression of boarding: The 

most common answer in this stage is “good” 

where 54 percent chose this alternative. 19 

percent of the respondents thought that the 

overall impression was “very good”, while 23 

percent perceived it to be “moderate”. The 

remaining 4 percent where divided equally 

between “poor” and “very poor”, 2 percent on 

each alternative.  
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Chart 5.8: Overall impression of in-flight 

service: Half of the total amount of 

respondents, 50 percent, thinks that the 

overall impression of in-flight service is 

“good”. 32 percent thinks that this stage is 

“very good”, while 15 percent perceives it 

to be “moderate”. Here, , 2 percent thinks 

that this stage in the process was “poor”, 

and 1 percent thought it was “very poor”.    

 
 

 

Chart 5.9: Overall impression of the entire 

process: the result of the answers in the 

entire service process is quite similar to the 

answers in the different stages presented 

earlier. The most frequent answer is 

“good”, including 53 percent of the 

respondents. 25 percent perceived the 

entire service stage process to be “very 

good”, and 19 percent thought that it was 

“moderate”. A small amount of the 

respondents were less satisfied, where 2 

percent thought that it was “poor” and 1 

percent thought that it was “very poor”.  

 

5.3 REGRESSION ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATIONS 

Different regression analyses were made in order to determine if a relationship existed 

between the different variables investigated in the research area. The dependent variable 

used throughout every analysis is the “overall impression of service quality…” in each stage, 

i.e. overall impression of booking in model 1a, overall impression of check-in in the second 

stage etcetera. This dependent variable has been measured in relation to independent 

variables, the different attributes and three control variables (age, gender and number of 

flights during the last year), connected to each stage in the process. Five different sets of 

data will be presented representing each stage in the service process. Additionally, a set of 

data including the five different overall impressions will be presented to get a view of the 

impression of the different stages, related to the process of evaluating service quality.         
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Model 1a 

Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 

Square 
Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 ,648a ,420 ,380 ,64559 

 
 
The coefficient of determination, R square, shows 42 percent of the variance of service 

quality.   

 

 
The level of significance for the different 

independent variables shows that 

“perceived booking availability” has the 

strongest significance, of 0,000, within the 

booking stage. The other two attributes 

(perceived booking security and simplicity) 

related to this stage is also significant, since 

they have a value of 0.032 and 0.055 

(where the latter one is right around the 

limit for the significance level).  It can also 

be shown by the results that age and number of flights during the last year does not have 

any significance at all, whereas gender is marginally significant.  

 

 

Model 1b 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square 
Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 ,723a ,523 ,490 ,60549 

 

In model 1b, it can be seen that R square shows 52.3 percent of the variance of service 

quality.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Model Sig. 

1 (Constant) ,890 

Gender ,061 

Age ,594 

Number of flights during the last year ,537 

Perceived booking security ,032 

Perceived booking simplicity ,055 

Perceived booking availability ,000 
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The independent variables in this model 

that are of statistical significance are 

perceived check in efficiency and perceived 

check in helpfulness with a level of 0.000 

concerning both of them. The third 

attribute variable, perceived check in 

knowledge, is not significant, and the same 

applies to the control variables; age, 

gender and number of flights during the 

last year.   

 

 

Model 1c 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square 
Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 ,810a ,655 ,632 ,55106 

 

In this model, the coefficient of determination, R square, is showing 65.5 percent of the 

variance of service quality.  

 

 

Two of the independent variables included 

in the model for this stage have a 

significance level of 0.000, perceived 

safety control security and perceived 

safety control helpfulness. The third 

variable that has significance is the 

perceived safety control efficiency, with a 

value of 0.012. It can be seen that none of 

the control variables, gender, age and 

number of flights during the last year, has 

any significance for the model in this case.  

 

Model 1d.  

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square 
Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 ,797a ,635 ,610 ,51459 

 

The value of R square in this model is showing a percentage of 63.5 of the variance in service 

quality. 

Model Sig. 

1 (Constant) ,292 

Gender ,317 

Age ,925 

Number of flights during the last year ,959 

Perceived check in efficiency ,000 

Perceived check in helpfulness ,000 

Perceived check in knowledge ,861 

Model Sig. 

1 (Constant) ,072 

Gender ,107 

Age ,170 

Number of flights during the last year ,608 

Perceived safety control security ,000 

Perceived safety control efficiency ,012 

Perceived safety control helpfulness ,000 
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The fourth model presented with its 

different significance levels for the related 

variables shows that there are only two of 

them that have statistical significance. The 

ones that are significant are perceived 

boarding efficiency and perceived 

boarding information, where both of them 

have a significance level of 0.000. All other 

variables, including the control variables 

are of no significance at all as shown by 

this data set.  

 

Model 1e.  

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square 
Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 ,762a ,581 ,548 ,57286 

 

In model 1e, it can be seen that R square shows 58.1 percent of the variance of service 

quality.  

 

 

In this stage, an additional attribute was 

added to the previously constant number 

of 6 independent variables. Similar to the 

previous model, there are two variables 

that have a significance level that are of 

importance for the interpretation. The 

ones that are to be mentioned are; 

perceived in-flight trust induction with a 

significance level of 0.000, and perceived 

in-flight helpfulness have a level 0.001. All 

the other independent variables are not 

significant to the set of data in this case.    

 

A second model was constructed in order to see the level of variance and significance of the 

attributes related to each step in the service process. The variables that were included were; 

the overall impression of service quality in each step of the process; booking, check in, safety 

control, boarding and in-flight. These variables were, as before, evaluated together with the 

control variables, age, gender and number of flights during the last year.   

Model Sig. 

1 (Constant) ,408 

Gender ,498 

Age ,508 

Number of flights during the last year ,596 

Perceived boardingefficiency ,000 

Perceived boarding organization ,331 

Perceived boarding information ,000 

Model Sig. 

1 (Constant) ,607 

Gender ,997 

Age ,851 

Number of flights during the last year ,944 

Perceived in-flight helpfulness ,001 

Perceived in-flight security ,111 

Perceived in-flight knowledge ,151 

Perceived in-flight trust induction ,000 
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Model 2.  

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square 
Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 ,815a ,664 ,633 ,47573 

 

R square in this model, which includes all the overall impressions listed previously, shows 

66.4 percent of the variance of service quality.   

 

The numbers showing significance in this 

model illustrate that the last three 

different stages in the service process, 

overall impression of safety control 

(0.004), overall impression of boarding 

(0.007) and overall impression of in-flight 

service (0.000) all have a significance level 

that are relevant in relation to the 

dependent variable. The other 

independent variables, including the 

control variables, are not significantly 

interesting since all of them have values 

much higher than the accepted limit.    

 

We can use these regression analyses to falsify and/or verify our hypotheses. They will be 

presented one by one and short comments on the verification or falsification, which we have 

made upon the regression tests presented in the empirical findings chapter, will be made. In 

order not to present the same tables twice, the authors have chosen just to mention the 

relevant statistics produced in these tests here. 

 

• Hypothesis 1: Security, availability and simplicity is important for service quality 

within the booking step of the interactional process. 

 

The purpose here was to investigate whether these three steps played an important role for 

the perception of service quality, which is why a regression analysis was performed in order 

to find out the relation between these variables and service quality for each specific step. 

The model had a R2 of 0,420, and showed that all the three variables are to be considered 

significant (0,032 for security, 0,055 for simplicity, and 0,000 for availability) for service 

quality when booking a flight. Thereby, we can verify this hypothesis. 

 

• Hypothesis 2: Efficiency, friendliness and knowledge is important for service quality 

within the check-in step of the interactional process. 

Model Sig. 

1 (Constant) ,682 

Gender ,716 

Age ,717 

Number of flights during the last year ,515 

Overall impression booking ,319 

Overall impression check in ,166 

Overall impression safety control ,004 

Overall impression boarding ,007 

Overall impression in-flight service ,000 
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Moving on to the check-in step, just as the hypothesis above, the intention was to find out 

about the importance of efficiency, friendly and knowledgeable personnel for service quality 

in this step. R2 was slightly better than the previous model, 0,523 and only two variables 

seem to be significant here; efficiency (0,000) and friendliness (0,000), when the knowledge 

of check-in staff does not seem to be of any importance at all for service quality (0,861). This 

is probably a result of the flaw mentioned in the method criticism section that a “No 

opinion”-option for most of our questions should have been added, maybe the travelers do 

not get an opinion when checking in. However, it is evident that we can verify two thirds of 

this hypothesis – that efficiency and friendliness plays an important role for service quality in 

the check-in step. 

 

• Hypothesis 3: Security, efficiency and friendliness is important for service quality 

within the security control step of the interactional process. 

 

Conduction according to the same procedure as above, the significance of security, 

efficiency and friendly staff for the impression of service quality of the security control at the 

airport was tested. This time, R2 was 0,632, and the significance level for the security 

variable was 0,000, for efficiency 0,012, and for friendly staff 0,000. Thus, every variable was 

very significant to the impression of service quality of the interaction between passenger 

and service provider in this step, and therefore this hypothesis can be verified. 

 

• Hypothesis 4: Efficiency, organization and information is important for service 

quality within the boarding step of the interactional process. 

 

The test of the significance of the three variables efficiency, good organization and providing 

flight information to a satisfying degree showed interesting results. The model’s R2 was 

0,635, and both efficiency and information was extremely significant with a significance 

value of 0,000 each. However, the variable good organization was not significant, with a 

value of 0,331. Since boarding is more or less about organizing the embarking of the aircraft, 

the results concerning this variable are a bit surprising to us. Having that mentioned, we 

thereby can conclude that we can verify two thirds of this hypothesis, just like hypothesis 2. 

 

• Hypothesis 5: Friendliness, information, knowledge and trust is important for 

service quality within the in-flight service step of the interactional process. 

 

The test of the last specific step within the process, from booking to disembarking, concerns 

the in-flight interaction between passenger and service provider. The model had a R2 value 

of 0,581, and even in this case, there were some interesting results to present. We tested 

the significance of the four variables friendly staff (0,001), providing useful information 

about delays and connections (0,111), knowledgeable staff (0,151) and induction of trust 
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(0,000). As can be seen, friendly staff and their ability to induce trust in passengers were 

extremely significant, but the staffs’ knowledge and their capability of providing useful 

information about delays and connections, was not as significant as the first ones. Though, 

we believe this to be affected by the “No opinion”-flaw mentioned earlier, due to the same 

reason. We can, nevertheless, conclude that two quarters of this hypothesis can be verified, 

namely the friendliness and trust induction have significant connection to the service quality 

of this step, and the other two, knowledge and information, have not.  

 

• Hypothesis 6: Service quality in each of the five steps is important for the 

perception of service quality during the entire interactional process. 

 

Finally, we wanted to test how service quality in relation to each and every step in this 

process contributes to the overall impression of the entire process. This last model had a R2 

value of 0,664, best value of all conducted tests, and the significance levels were as 

following; booking 0,319; check-in 0,166; security control 0,004; boarding 0,007 and in-flight 

service 0,000. It is an interesting pattern, especially when reminding ourselves of what entity 

that represents the service provider. The variables seem to be more and more significant 

further against the core service – the transportation of passengers from point A to point B. 

Furthermore, the steps where the airport staff is the service provider, seem to be of less 

significance than the last and ultimate step, the in flight service. 
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6. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION  
 

In this chapter we conclude our research and present our own thoughts, draw parallels 

between findings and theory and connect to our hypotheses. It is intended to be an arena 

where discussion and conclusions are in focus, and where understanding the big picture of 

our research is an ambition.  

 

To get a better understanding of what conclusions we can draw upon, we suggest a recap of 

our purpose… 

 

“…to investigate what customers perceive to be the most important attributes in the 

interaction within the process of booking, and the following service encounter steps: check in, 

security control, boarding and in flight.” 

 

6.1 EMOTIONAL LABOR 

Earlier in this paper, a number of theories have been mentioned, which is to be connected 

with findings and add relevance to. It has also been chosen to analyze the problem in two 

dimensions – service quality and emotional labor. To make the presentation of our 

discussion simple and easy to overview, we want to present these linking according to each 

line of theory. 

6.1.1 Emotional labor – Check-in 

The steps of the interactional process involving emotional labor are, according to our pre-

stated hypothesis, the check-in step, the security control step, and the in-flight step. In the 

check-in step, a majority stated that they had checked in via a self service machine, but 

when checking in by either an internet based tool or by a machine at the airport, the 

travelers have to get in contact with the baggage drop desk, which in our perspective can be 

regarded as a check-in desk.  

 

Firstly, let’s look at the regression analysis from the empirics-chapter once again, and 

especially the variables that are related to emotional labor. In the check-in step, friendliness 

was extremely significant, which shows us that this is something that passengers think is 

important to service quality in this step, something that is confirmed by the respondents 

desired level of friendliness in the chart below. The average answer on the question if 

friendliness is important when checking in is between “Agree” (4) and “Strongly agree” (5). 

However, although performed levels of emotion delivery is not bad, the desired levels (not 

to be mixed with expectations) do not seem to be met by the service provider, even though 

it is a significant variable.  
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The theoretical link is quite weak, but one way to relate these results to theory is to use 

Grandeys’ emotion regulation model, based on job autonomy, variety and frequency. The 

nature of a check-in employees’ tasks relative to, say, a flight attendants ditto, is probably 

less demanding in terms of emotion management, due to the handling and tagging baggage 

instead of inducing states of mind. This might in turn result in bad personal, and 

consequently organizational, well being, according to Grandeys emotion regulation model. 

Thus, we can draw a conclusion that emotional labor in this step is significant to service 

quality, and that the desired level of friendliness is not met by the service provider. 

 

 

 

 

6.1.2 Emotional labor – Security control 

The next step, according to the hypothesis, that contains delivery of emotion is the security 

control. As this step just might be perceived as a process where the passengers have their 

bags checked with no interaction with the personnel, the regression analysis tells us the 

emotion delivery is an extremely significant contributor to service quality, with a significance 

value of 0,000. 

 

If we look at the comparison between respondents’ desired- and perceived level of emotion 

delivery, we can conclude that there is a leap between these two levels. Once again, service 

staff doesn’t seem to meet the desired level of emotion delivery, and we can relate to the 

Grandey’s emotion regulation model according to the same criteria as for the check-in step, 

namely lack of variation, high frequency and job autonomy. These variables may contribute 

to poor job performance, and consequently, a poor organizational well-being. 

 

What this depends on is of course hard to stipulate, but one reason could be that security 

control work is not traditionally a job that requires any type of interaction with the 

CHART 6.1: Respondents’ level of desirable and 

perceived helpfulness at the check-in step.                   
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passengers. As we mentioned in the first paragraph of this section, perhaps we perceive the 

security control as a process that has to do with the baggage rather than the passengers. 

This is, according to our findings, inaccurate. Passengers do appreciate friendliness and 

induction of warm states of mind in them throughout the entire process. 

 

 

 

 

6.1.3 Emotional labor – In-flight 

Our findings concerning the in-flight emotion 

delivery follows the previous steps quite 

accordingly, with a higher desired level of helpful 

and friendly staff, than the actual perceived level. 

But in this step, the service provider delivers 

better, relative to the emotional performance in 

the earlier steps. An interesting 

acknowledgement here is that this step is one 

that the airline completely controls directly, with 

no airport personnel included. This might imply 

that the airlines try a bit harder to meet 

customers’ desired levels. This because they are 

the ones who deliver the actual core service and 

the fact that it is because of them travelers can 

even come to the airport. Another interesting 

observation is the connection to Grandey’s emotion regulation model. Out of the three 

described points of emotion delivery during the interactional process, this job is probably 

the one that requires the most emotional intelligence and emotion management, which 

seem to stimulate job outcome. If we look back at the regression analysis once again, the 

variable related to emotion delivery in this step is to be considered extremely significant 

CHART 6.2: The compared levels of 

respondents’ desired- and perceived emotion 

delivery at the security control. 

CHART 6.3: The respondents’ desired- and perceived  

levels of emotion delivery during in-flight service. 
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with a value of 0,000. We can once more stipulate that there is a strong relation between 

service quality and emotion delivery. 

 

6.2 SERVICE QUALITY 

Each and every step in the service process can be related to the earlier presented theories 

regarding service quality. The quality of a service is of great importance to the customers 

using the particular service and those who are thinking of using it. Therefore, the authors 

have made connections between the theoretical findings earlier presented and the empirical 

data attained through the survey conducted in a previous stage. 

 

 

 
 

6.2.1 Service quality - Booking 

The first stage of the process one is undertaking when interacting with an airline and 

become a part of the service, is the booking stage. The findings regarding booking 

demonstrate that the overall impression for this stage is the highest one (see chart 6.4), 

where the expectations concerning the attributes associated with it are either met or 

exceeded by performance (see appendix for full size charts showing difference between 

expectations and perceptions). When this happens, quality is considered to be higher in 

comparison to if expectations where not met, independent of how high previous 

expectations were. This could be connected to one of Chakrapani’s three domains, the 

effective domain, where he describes that if one exceeds expectations, customer delight can 

be created and increased, which in turn will be positive for the perception of service quality.     

 

Chart 6.4: Overall impression of each step 
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Since security, simplicity and availability are all attributes that can be connected to how 

qualitative a service is, they should not only be focused upon single-handedly, but also in 

relation to each other. By measuring them all together and trying to improve the total 

amount of quality, the entire experience can be enhanced. Even though one attribute are 

considered to be less important than another to one customer, another customer’s 

perception of the entire process might be increased by improving that attribute since it was 

perceived to be important to him/her. Every customer needs to be targeted and every 

customer has to be taken under consideration in order to meet demands and expectations, 

which in turn can generate satisfied customers and retention.  

 

6.2.2 Service quality - Check-in 

The second stage in the process has almost, according to the findings, the same level of 

overall impression as the previous stage, meaning that it is perceived to be good by a 

majority of the customers since it is rated to be approximately 4 on the scale. Efficiency and 

helpfulness are the two attributes significant to the overall impression (see appendix), which 

are the ones where quality is most visible, in comparison to the third attribute related to this 

stage, knowledge. As can be seen below, efficiency is the attribute where the performance is 

closest to meet the desired level of what the customer want. Associated with Chakrapani’s 

domains mentioned earlier, efficiency is related to the cognitive domain he mentions, where 

time is the relevant dimension and by fulfilling this, the service will be working faster and 

thereby increases the firm’s ability of satisfying customer needs.   

CHART 6.5 (Upper-left): Perceived- and desired 

security level comparison 

CHART 6.6 (Upper right): Perceived- and 

desired availability level comparison 

CHART 6.7 (Left): Perceived- and desired 

simplicity level comparison 
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Functional quality, as Anselmsson argues, implies that not only the outcome but also how 

the actual service process is delivered is of great importance concerning the evaluation of 

how qualitative the service is considered to be. This is said to be important regarding the 

relationship between the buyer and the seller, meaning that the more efficient and helpful 

the front-line personnel appear to be, the greater overall satisfaction for the customer.    

6.2.3 Service quality - Safety control 

In this stage of the process the overall impression has the lowest value compared to all other 

different steps. The reason for this might have to do with the probability of it being 

considered to be an important stage, at the same time as might be time consuming and 

perceived to be a necessary evil for the entire process. As shown by the regression analysis, 

all three attributes, security, efficiency and helpfulness are significant to the overall 

impression (see appendix). It can also be seen by the comparison of perception of quality 

and the desirable outcome that the security aspect in this stage is almost met by 

performance while there is a gap between performance and expectations regarding the 

other two attributes.  

CHART 6.8 (Upper-left): Perceived- and desired 

efficiency level comparison 

CHART 6.9 (Upper-right): Perceived- and desired 

knowledge level comparison 

CHART 6.10 (Left): Perceived- and desired helpfulness 

level comparison 
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The fact that the security aspect expectations in this stage are almost met by performance is 

highly desirable since it is the main purpose connected to it. This can also be connected to 

the model by Parasuraman, where past experience is one of the pillars resulting in a 

customer’s perception of service quality. Past experience regarding for example 

international flights might affect the perception of how someone perceives domestic flights, 

due to differences related to them.  Even though, other aspects are important as well 

considering the overall impression, saying that improvements can be done regarding the 

other two attributes in order to create a better overall impression.   

6.2.4 Service quality - Boarding 

This is the stage where the overall impression is the second lowest according to customer 

perceptions. The quality in this stage might be hard for the customer to evaluate, since it 

does not involve as much interaction and the process is quite short if you are not thinking 

about the waiting time and amount of information that you do or do not receive during the 

time you are waiting. Efficiency and information are the attributes with a significance related 

to the overall process. When evaluating the performance (how customers perceived the 

level of service) with the desirable outcome (how high customers’ expectations are on the 

service) there was a minor gap between customer perceptions and the actual performance. 

CHART 6.11 (Upper-left): Perceived- and desired 

security level comparison 

CHART 6.12 (Upper-right): Perceived- and desired 

efficiency level comparison 

CHART 6.13 (Left): Perceived- and desired 

helpfulness level comparison 
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As a consequence, a lack of quality exists or might occur in the boarding stage, according to 

the customers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Information is the attribute related to this stage of the process where customers have the 

highest expectations and desire very good quality. As can be seen by the bar charts above, it 

is not perceived to meet the demands. We can also see in the model by Parasuraman that 

past experience is an important factor when one forms expectations about a new service or 

a new experience within the same type of service process. If a customer received a lot of 

information during earlier flights, i.e. regarding delayed flights, he/she is likely to expect the 

same level of information again; leaving the customer disappointed if that will not be the 

case. The other two pillars mentioned in the model, word of mouth and personal needs, 

might also play a crucial role in this stage. A customer will have certain expectations 

depending of what is needed, but also what they have heard and been told prior to the 

flight, regarding efficiency and information delivery etcetera.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHART 6.14 (Upper-left): Perceived and desired 

information level comparison 

CHART 6.15 (Upper-right): Perceived- and desired 

organization level comparison 

CHART 6.16 (Left): Perceived- and desired efficiency 

level comparison 
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6.2.5 Service quality - In-Flight          

The experience customer gain during in-flight services might be the most crucial part for the 

entire evaluation. The reason for that argument is that this is generally the stage where 

customers are experiencing the main amount of perceived service in the entire process 

(since it is somehow delivered continuously during an in-flight experience). In this study the 

overall impression is considered to be good by the majority of the respondents included in 

the survey. In the in-flight stage, there is only two out of four attributes that are significant 

to the entire process, these are helpfulness and trust induction. Though, when evaluating 

the perceived and the desirable outcome of the process, it can be seen that all of the 

expectations regarding each attribute are almost met by performance.  

 

 

 

 

The two attributes that are the closest ones to be met by performance are the ones who are 

not significant to the overall impression analysis, knowledge and security. When someone 

boards a plain, traveling somewhere, that person is most likely to perceive the personnel to 

CHART 6.17 (Upper-left): Perceived- and desired trust induction level comparison 

CHART 6.18 (Upper-right): Perceived- and desired security level comparison 

CHART 6.19 (Up-left): Perceived- and desired knowledge level comparison 

CHART 6.20 (Up-right): Perceived- and desired helpfulness level comparison 
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be knowledgeable about what they are doing and by that inducing a sense of security. This is 

of utmost importance when delivering this type of service, if a flight company would not live 

up to these criteria’s it would be known that they could not deliver qualitative service and 

competence on flights, causing negative word of mouth and a decrease in number of 

customers. Therefore, the fact that knowledge and security are considered to be important 

attributes and are almost met by performance is very advantageous and can in turn 

generate positive word of mouth and customer retention. This can be supported by the 

model by Parasuraman where he presents a number of service quality determinants, among 

them security, reliability, competence and credibility, which are all important determinants 

for inducing good knowledge and security. 

6.2.6 Overall interpretation of results related to service quality 

By enhancing and striving for customer enjoyment one can make big improvements within 

service quality. But it has to be kept in mind that, according to Chakrapani, continuous 

improvements have to be made in order to comply with the changing preferences of a 

service and a stream of new customers coming with different perceptions of what is 

considered to be qualitative. By including the employees within the different steps in the 

attempts to improve quality the management has accomplished to take responsibility and to 

incorporate the personnel with the most interactions with the customers, front-line 

employees.  

 

The model presented by Chakrapani (the arrows) in the theory chapter shows that when 

quality of a service is improved, you will in turn improve productivity, decrease costs, give 

customers more value, and increase the market share. Hence, it could be argued that quality 

is of great importance to the entire organization, its purpose and what it wants to achieve. 

To be able to reach this level, the organization can undertake and consider the different 

determinants presented in Parasuramans model (also presented in the theory chapter). 

These are all important to the customers expected and perceived service experience, which 

will be the factors influencing the “perceived service quality” in the end, apart from external 

factors such as “word of mouth”, “personal needs” and “past experience”.   

 

To improve and manage service quality, the SERVQUAL measure (presented by Asubonteng) 

can be considered since it is including all important components for the customers. 

Strengths and weaknesses can be identified which will show where to put the most effort 

regarding improvements, but also to see where quality is high and prevent it from 

decreasing. As mentioned before, quality improvements have to be made continuously in 

order to meet the most important factor, possible new customers and changing preferences.  

6.3 FINAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Prior to this paper, the theories on which we built our hypotheses pointed towards relations 

between the factors we have listed and service quality. We listed a number of variables that 
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we thought were significant for service quality in five distinguished steps within the 

interactional process from booking a flight to disembarking the aircraft. It seems that we 

were quite accurate, even though there were some glitches in the assumptions. Notable was 

that a well organized boarding was not significant to service quality, and that interaction that 

requires more deep interacting activity is not, even though, as mentioned earlier, the reason 

for these glitches might be a poorly constructed questionnaire. But according to the 

regression tests of how service quality in each step of the process contributes to service 

quality of the entire process, it is evident that people thinks the actual flight is the most 

important step in this process, something that seems reasonable. Having that said, we can 

give some advice to airlines and airports, based on our research; 

 

• Booking service quality is not significant to overall service quality, and the service 

provider perform well. Continue as before.  

 

• Check-in service quality is not significant to overall service quality, but the service 

providers’ performance is poor. We can’t stipulate whether service quality suffer or 

not, due to poorly constructed questionnaire. Additional research is needed. 

 

• Security control is a significant contributor to service quality, but service is 

underperformed in terms of efficiency, relative to passengers’ desired levels. Put 

emphasis on efficiency. 

 

• Boarding is significant to service quality, but passengers seem to want efficiency and 

good information flow before a good organized boarding. Put emphasis on making 

boarding more effective and share more information. 

 

• In-flight service is extremely significant and must receive big attention. It is the core 

service, something that makes people value their experience upon. Put extra 

concentration on this step.  

 

• Friendliness is important for the perception of service quality in all five steps, but 

neither one of the service providers, except for the in-flight personnel, does manage 

to match their performance to the consumers’ desired levels. Be helpful, be 

friendlier, and deliver more warm emotions. 
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7. QUALITY OF THE STUDY 

 

There are a number of different aspects to consider when one is about to evaluate and 

estimate the quality of a performed study. The first aspects that should be considered are 

the reliability and validity of the study. As mentioned earlier in the practical method chapter 

it is important for the study to be reliable in order to be able to provide the same results and 

answers if it was performed again. The authors believe that the results would be similar to 

those presented in this study if it was performed again. The argument for this is that the 

different attributes associated with the service experience were perceived to be somewhat 

to very important by the majority of the customers in every single stage. Though, some 

differences might occur if a bigger sample of respondents were included in the study. In 

addition to reliability, the validity can be measured through knowledge regarding the right 

questions being formulated, asked and interpreted in a suitable manner thereafter.  

 

The quality of the questionnaire is of great importance in order to make the study useful and 

trustworthy. Therefore, the authors spent time on researching how to formulate and 

present the questions to be asked in the most suitable way. In addition, the questionnaire 

was tested prior to the actual conduction and distribution, where a number of people were 

asked to fill in and evaluate it. The main cause for misinterpretations is said to be that 

people are interpreting the same questions in different ways. Though, this is something that 

is very hard to acknowledge when it happens, since the results might seem to fit the rest of 

the responses. Additionally, the questionnaire was constructed in Swedish since the study 

was performed in Sweden. This was done in order to make as little room as possible for 

misinterpretations due to language barriers. Hence, minor differences might occur in the 

version translated into English. 

8. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

 

The research one can be performed in addition and related to this area and study is 

widespread and there are many different paths one can choose. First of all, a qualitative 

study can be performed in order to gain deeper knowledge and more insight in customers’ 

preferences by using i.e. focus groups and performing interviews with a possibility of follow 

up questions. In addition, other attributes, other segments and a distinction between 

domestic and international flights, can be considered when performing the study which can 

provide the research question with a different result. It can also be argued that by using 

other theories to carry out and come up with answers and interpretations, one would 

change the outcome of this particular study, and therefore this can be done when further 

researching the area in question. To support this, additional books, databases and articles 

could be used to give another picture of the problem and thereby enhance the 

interpretations.     
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APPENDIX A – Descriptive statistics 
N/Range/Min/Max/Mean/ Std. deviation/Variance 

Descriptive Statistics 

 N Range Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation Variance 

Desirablebookingsecurity 97 4,00 1,00 5,00 4,2062 1,08913 1,186 

Bookingsimplicity 97 3,00 2,00 5,00 4,5567 ,73554 ,541 

Bookingavailability 97 3,00 2,00 5,00 4,3918 ,79787 ,637 

Perceivedbookingsecurity 95 4,00 1,00 5,00 4,2632 ,84060 ,707 

Perceivebookingsimplicity 96 4,00 1,00 5,00 4,4271 ,80452 ,647 

Perceivedbookingavailabilit

y 

96 4,00 1,00 5,00 4,5417 ,75277 ,567 

Overallimpressionbooking 96 4,00 1,00 5,00 4,1458 ,82052 ,673 

Desirablecheckinefficiency 98 4,00 1,00 5,00 4,4694 ,81486 ,664 

Desirablecheckinpersonnel

helpfulness 

98 3,00 2,00 5,00 4,4592 ,77551 ,601 

Desirablecheckinknowledg

eablepersonnel 

98 3,00 2,00 5,00 4,3469 ,82615 ,683 

Perceivedcheckin 97 4,00 1,00 5,00 4,1753 ,91299 ,834 

Perceivedcheckinhelpfulne

ss 

96 4,00 1,00 5,00 3,7604 ,93746 ,879 

Perceivedcheckinknowledg

e 

97 5,00 ,00 5,00 3,0515 1,80492 3,258 

Overallimprecheckin 98 4,00 1,00 5,00 4,0714 ,84035 ,706 

Desirablesafetycontrsafety 97 4,00 1,00 5,00 4,3814 ,99418 ,988 

Desirablesafetycontrefficie

ncy 

97 4,00 1,00 5,00 4,3196 ,97411 ,949 

Desirablesafetycontrhelpful

ness 

97 4,00 1,00 5,00 4,2371 1,10654 1,224 

Perceivedsafetycontrsecuri

ty 

96 4,00 1,00 5,00 4,1667 ,98051 ,961 

Perceivedsafetycontrefficie

ncy 

96 4,00 1,00 5,00 3,3438 1,17722 1,386 

Perceivedsafetycontrhelpfu

lness 

97 4,00 1,00 5,00 3,4948 1,02188 1,044 

Overallimprsafetycontr 97 4,00 1,00 5,00 3,6495 ,90186 ,813 

Desirableboardingefficienc

y 

97 4,00 1,00 5,00 4,3196 ,94148 ,886 

Desirableboardingorganize 97 4,00 1,00 5,00 4,4948 ,77894 ,607 
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Desirableboardinginfo 97 4,00 1,00 5,00 4,6598 ,78907 ,623 

Perceivedboardingefficienc

y 

97 4,00 1,00 5,00 3,7629 ,93289 ,870 

Perceivedboardingorganiza

tion 

97 4,00 1,00 5,00 3,8866 ,80203 ,643 

Perceivedboardinginformati

on 

97 4,00 1,00 5,00 3,7216 ,95462 ,911 

Overallimprboarding 97 4,00 1,00 5,00 3,8660 ,82448 ,680 

Desirableinflighthelpfulness 98 4,00 1,00 5,00 4,5306 ,87584 ,767 

Desirableinflightsecurity 98 4,00 1,00 5,00 4,2653 1,00053 1,001 

Desirableinflightknowledge 98 4,00 1,00 5,00 4,4592 ,87542 ,766 

Desirableinflighttrustinducti

on 

98 4,00 1,00 5,00 4,5714 ,87343 ,763 

Perceivedinflighthelpfulnes

s 

98 4,00 1,00 5,00 4,0918 ,81338 ,662 

Perceivedinflightsecurity 98 4,00 1,00 5,00 4,1327 ,91536 ,838 

Perceivedinflightknowledge 98 4,00 1,00 5,00 4,1837 ,82920 ,688 

Perceivedinflighttrustinducti

on 

98 4,00 1,00 5,00 4,1429 ,88516 ,784 

Overallimpressioninflightse

rvice 

98 4,00 1,00 5,00 4,0714 ,85253 ,727 

Overallimpressionentirepro

cess 

98 4,00 1,00 5,00 3,9796 ,78622 ,618 

Gender 98 1,00 ,00 1,00 ,5408 ,50089 ,251 

Age 98 16,00 19,00 35,00 23,0408 2,95296 8,720 

Income 98 2,00 1,00 3,00 1,0714 ,29602 ,088 

Residence 97 2,000 1,000 3,000 1,40206 ,639984 ,410 

Education 96 2,00 1,00 3,00 2,7083 ,50088 ,251 

Number of flights during 

the last year 

98 45,00 ,00 45,00 5,7959 6,53612 42,721 

How did you book your 

flight 

96 6,00 1,00 7,00 1,5104 1,24811 1,558 

How did you check in 97 2,00 1,00 3,00 1,6907 ,60140 ,362 

Valid N (listwise) 90       
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APPENDIX B – Regression analysis 
 

Model 1a: 

Notes 

Output Created 18-maj-2009 18:41:48 

Comments  

Input Data C:\Users\Markus 

Lindberg\Documents\Skolarbeten\C-

uppsats\1-100.sav 

Active Dataset DataSet1 

Filter <none> 

Weight <none> 

Split File <none> 

N of Rows in Working Data File 100 

Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing User-defined missing values are treated as 

missing. 

Cases Used Statistics are based on cases with no 

missing values for any variable used. 

Syntax REGRESSION 

  /MISSING LISTWISE 

  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA 

  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 

  /NOORIGIN 

  /DEPENDENT Overallimpressionbooking 

  /METHOD=ENTER VAR00001 VAR00002 

VAR00006 Perceivedbookingsecurity 

Perceivebookingsimplicity 

Perceivedbookingavailability. 

 

Resources Processor Time 0:00:00.031 

Elapsed Time 0:00:00.047 

Memory Required 4612 bytes 

Additional Memory Required for 

Residual Plots 

0 bytes 
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Variables Entered/Removedb 

Model Variables Entered 

Variables 

Removed Method 

1 Perceivedbookinga

vailability, Age, 

Gender, Number of 

flights during the 

last year, 

Perceivedbookings

ecurity, 

Perceivebookingsi

mplicitya 

. Enter 

a. All requested variables entered. 

b. Dependent Variable: Overallimpressionbooking 

 

 

Model Summary 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 ,648a ,420 ,380 ,64559 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Perceivedbookingavailability, Age, Gender, Number 

of flights during the last year, Perceivedbookingsecurity, 

Perceivebookingsimplicity 

 

 

ANOVAb 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 26,544 6 4,424 10,615 ,000a 

Residual 36,677 88 ,417   

Total 63,221 94    

a. Predictors: (Constant), Perceivedbookingavailability, Age, Gender, Number of flights during the last year, 

Perceivedbookingsecurity, Perceivebookingsimplicity 

b. Dependent Variable: Overallimpressionbooking 
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Coefficientsa 

Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) ,102 ,734  ,139 ,890 

Gender ,256 ,135 ,156 1,896 ,061 

Age ,013 ,025 ,044 ,535 ,594 

Number of flights during the last 

year 

,006 ,010 ,051 ,619 ,537 

Perceivedbookingsecurity ,200 ,092 ,205 2,183 ,032 

Perceivebookingsimplicity ,201 ,103 ,198 1,948 ,055 

Perceivedbookingavailability ,399 ,106 ,368 3,763 ,000 

a. Dependent Variable: Overallimpressionbooking 
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Model 1b: 

Notes 

Output Created 18-maj-2009 18:42:35 

Comments  

Input Data C:\Users\Markus 

Lindberg\Documents\Skolarbeten\C-

uppsats\1-100.sav 

Active Dataset DataSet1 

Filter <none> 

Weight <none> 

Split File <none> 

N of Rows in Working Data File 100 

Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing User-defined missing values are treated as 

missing. 

Cases Used Statistics are based on cases with no 

missing values for any variable used. 

Syntax REGRESSION 

  /MISSING LISTWISE 

  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA 

  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 

  /NOORIGIN 

  /DEPENDENT Overallimprecheckin 

  /METHOD=ENTER VAR00001 VAR00002 

VAR00006 Perceivedcheckin 

Perceivedcheckinhelpfulness 

Perceivedcheckinknowledge. 

 

Resources Processor Time 0:00:00.125 

Elapsed Time 0:00:00.156 

Memory Required 4612 bytes 

Additional Memory Required for 

Residual Plots 

0 bytes 
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Variables Entered/Removedb 

Model Variables Entered 

Variables 

Removed Method 

1 Perceivedcheckink

nowledge, Number 

of flights during the 

last year, Gender, 

Age, 

Perceivedcheckin, 

Perceivedcheckinh

elpfulnessa 

. Enter 

a. All requested variables entered. 

b. Dependent Variable: Overallimprecheckin 

 

 

Model Summary 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 ,723a ,523 ,490 ,60549 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Perceivedcheckinknowledge, Number of flights 

during the last year, Gender, Age, Perceivedcheckin, 

Perceivedcheckinhelpfulness 

 

 

ANOVAb 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 35,359 6 5,893 16,074 ,000a 

Residual 32,262 88 ,367   

Total 67,621 94    

a. Predictors: (Constant), Perceivedcheckinknowledge, Number of flights during the last year, Gender, Age, 

Perceivedcheckin, Perceivedcheckinhelpfulness 

b. Dependent Variable: Overallimprecheckin 
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Coefficientsa 

Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) ,690 ,652  1,059 ,292 

Gender ,126 ,125 ,075 1,007 ,317 

Age ,002 ,023 ,007 ,095 ,925 

Number of flights during the last 

year 

,000 ,010 ,004 ,051 ,959 

Perceivedcheckin ,470 ,073 ,509 6,473 ,000 

Perceivedcheckinhelpfulness ,350 ,074 ,388 4,705 ,000 

Perceivedcheckinknowledge -,006 ,037 -,014 -,176 ,861 

a. Dependent Variable: Overallimprecheckin 
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Model 1c: 

Notes 

Output Created 18-maj-2009 18:43:38 

Comments  

Input Data C:\Users\Markus 

Lindberg\Documents\Skolarbeten\C-

uppsats\1-100.sav 

Active Dataset DataSet1 

Filter <none> 

Weight <none> 

Split File <none> 

N of Rows in Working Data File 100 

Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing User-defined missing values are treated as 

missing. 

Cases Used Statistics are based on cases with no 

missing values for any variable used. 

Syntax REGRESSION 

  /MISSING LISTWISE 

  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA 

  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 

  /NOORIGIN 

  /DEPENDENT Overallimprsafetycontr 

  /METHOD=ENTER VAR00001 VAR00002 

VAR00006 Perceivedsafetycontrsecurity 

Perceivedsafetycontrefficiency 

Perceivedsafetycontrhelpfulness. 

 

Resources Processor Time 0:00:00.109 

Elapsed Time 0:00:00.125 

Memory Required 4612 bytes 

Additional Memory Required for 

Residual Plots 

0 bytes 
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Variables Entered/Removedb 

Model Variables Entered 

Variables 

Removed Method 

1 Perceivedsafetyco

ntrhelpfulness, 

Age, Number of 

flights during the 

last year, Gender, 

Perceivedsafetyco

ntrsecurity, 

Perceivedsafetyco

ntrefficiencya 

. Enter 

a. All requested variables entered. 

b. Dependent Variable: Overallimprsafetycontr 

 

 

Model Summary 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 ,810a ,655 ,632 ,55106 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Perceivedsafetycontrhelpfulness, Age, Number of 

flights during the last year, Gender, Perceivedsafetycontrsecurity, 

Perceivedsafetycontrefficiency 

 

 

ANOVAb 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 50,814 6 8,469 27,889 ,000a 

Residual 26,723 88 ,304   

Total 77,537 94    

a. Predictors: (Constant), Perceivedsafetycontrhelpfulness, Age, Number of flights during the last year, 

Gender, Perceivedsafetycontrsecurity, Perceivedsafetycontrefficiency 

b. Dependent Variable: Overallimprsafetycontr 
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Coefficientsa 

Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) 1,134 ,622  1,824 ,072 

Gender ,193 ,118 ,106 1,627 ,107 

Age -,031 ,022 -,088 -1,384 ,170 

Number of flights during the last 

year 

,005 ,009 ,033 ,515 ,608 

Perceivedsafetycontrsecurity ,254 ,063 ,274 4,016 ,000 

Perceivedsafetycontrefficiency ,156 ,061 ,204 2,557 ,012 

Perceivedsafetycontrhelpfulness ,432 ,071 ,490 6,104 ,000 

a. Dependent Variable: Overallimprsafetycontr 
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Model 1d: 

Notes 

Output Created 18-maj-2009 18:44:20 

Comments  

Input Data C:\Users\Markus 

Lindberg\Documents\Skolarbeten\C-

uppsats\1-100.sav 

Active Dataset DataSet1 

Filter <none> 

Weight <none> 

Split File <none> 

N of Rows in Working Data File 100 

Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing User-defined missing values are treated as 

missing. 

Cases Used Statistics are based on cases with no 

missing values for any variable used. 

Syntax REGRESSION 

  /MISSING LISTWISE 

  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA 

  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 

  /NOORIGIN 

  /DEPENDENT Overallimprboarding 

  /METHOD=ENTER VAR00001 VAR00002 

VAR00006 Perceivedboardingefficiency 

Perceivedboardingorganization 

Perceivedboardinginformation. 

 

Resources Processor Time 0:00:00.187 

Elapsed Time 0:00:00.264 

Memory Required 4612 bytes 

Additional Memory Required for 

Residual Plots 

0 bytes 
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Variables Entered/Removedb 

Model Variables Entered 

Variables 

Removed Method 

1 Perceivedboardingi

nformation, Age, 

Gender, Number of 

flights during the 

last year, 

Perceivedboarding

efficiency, 

Perceivedboarding

organizationa 

. Enter 

a. All requested variables entered. 

b. Dependent Variable: Overallimprboarding 

 

 

Model Summary 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 ,797a ,635 ,610 ,51459 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Perceivedboardinginformation, Age, Gender, 

Number of flights during the last year, Perceivedboardingefficiency, 

Perceivedboardingorganization 

 

 

ANOVAb 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 41,426 6 6,904 26,074 ,000a 

Residual 23,832 90 ,265   

Total 65,258 96    

a. Predictors: (Constant), Perceivedboardinginformation, Age, Gender, Number of flights during the last year, 

Perceivedboardingefficiency, Perceivedboardingorganization 

b. Dependent Variable: Overallimprboarding 
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Coefficientsa 

Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) ,415 ,499  ,831 ,408 

Gender ,072 ,106 ,044 ,681 ,498 

Age ,012 ,018 ,043 ,665 ,508 

Number of flights during the last 

year 

-,004 ,008 -,034 -,532 ,596 

Perceivedboardingefficiency ,462 ,071 ,523 6,533 ,000 

Perceivedboardingorganization ,085 ,087 ,083 ,977 ,331 

Perceivedboardinginformation ,293 ,068 ,339 4,339 ,000 

a. Dependent Variable: Overallimprboarding 
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Model 1e: 

Notes 

Output Created 18-maj-2009 18:45:06 

Comments  

Input Data C:\Users\Markus 

Lindberg\Documents\Skolarbeten\C-

uppsats\1-100.sav 

Active Dataset DataSet1 

Filter <none> 

Weight <none> 

Split File <none> 

N of Rows in Working Data File 100 

Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing User-defined missing values are treated as 

missing. 

Cases Used Statistics are based on cases with no 

missing values for any variable used. 

Syntax REGRESSION 

  /MISSING LISTWISE 

  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA 

  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 

  /NOORIGIN 

  /DEPENDENT 

Overallimpressioninflightservice 

  /METHOD=ENTER VAR00001 VAR00002 

VAR00006 Perceivedinflighthelpfulness 

Perceivedinflightsecurity 

Perceivedinflightknowledge 

Perceivedinflighttrustinduction. 

 

Resources Processor Time 0:00:00.047 

Elapsed Time 0:00:00.079 

Memory Required 5036 bytes 

Additional Memory Required for 

Residual Plots 

0 bytes 
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Variables Entered/Removedb 

Model Variables Entered 

Variables 

Removed Method 

1 Perceivedinflighttru

stinduction, 

Gender, Number of 

flights during the 

last year, Age, 

Perceivedinflightse

curity, 

Perceivedinflighthe

lpfulness, 

Perceivedinflightkn

owledgea 

. Enter 

a. All requested variables entered. 

b. Dependent Variable: Overallimpressioninflightservice 

 

 

Model Summary 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 ,762a ,581 ,548 ,57286 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Perceivedinflighttrustinduction, Gender, Number of 

flights during the last year, Age, Perceivedinflightsecurity, 

Perceivedinflighthelpfulness, Perceivedinflightknowledge 

 

 

ANOVAb 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 40,965 7 5,852 17,833 ,000a 

Residual 29,535 90 ,328   

Total 70,500 97    
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a. Predictors: (Constant), Perceivedinflighttrustinduction, Gender, Number of flights during the last year, Age, 

Perceivedinflightsecurity, Perceivedinflighthelpfulness, Perceivedinflightknowledge 

b. Dependent Variable: Overallimpressioninflightservice 

 

 

Coefficientsa 

Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) ,298 ,578  ,516 ,607 

Gender ,000 ,117 ,000 -,003 ,997 

Age -,004 ,020 -,013 -,189 ,851 

Number of flights during the last 

year 

,001 ,009 ,005 ,070 ,944 

Perceivedinflighthelpfulness ,328 ,098 ,313 3,351 ,001 

Perceivedinflightsecurity ,133 ,083 ,143 1,611 ,111 

Perceivedinflightknowledge ,142 ,098 ,138 1,447 ,151 

Perceivedinflighttrustinduction ,331 ,086 ,344 3,836 ,000 

a. Dependent Variable: Overallimpressioninflightservice 
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Model 2: 

Notes 

Output Created 18-maj-2009 18:46:04 

Comments  

Input Data C:\Users\Markus 

Lindberg\Documents\Skolarbeten\C-

uppsats\1-100.sav 

Active Dataset DataSet1 

Filter <none> 

Weight <none> 

Split File <none> 

N of Rows in Working Data File 100 

Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing User-defined missing values are treated as 

missing. 

Cases Used Statistics are based on cases with no 

missing values for any variable used. 

Syntax REGRESSION 

  /MISSING LISTWISE 

  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA 

  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10) 

  /NOORIGIN 

  /DEPENDENT 

Overallimpressionentireprocess 

  /METHOD=ENTER VAR00001 VAR00002 

VAR00006 Overallimpressionbooking 

Overallimprecheckin Overallimprsafetycontr 

Overallimprboarding 

Overallimpressioninflightservice. 

 

Resources Processor Time 0:00:00.219 

Elapsed Time 0:00:00.233 

Memory Required 5484 bytes 

Additional Memory Required for 

Residual Plots 

0 bytes 
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Variables Entered/Removedb 

Model Variables Entered 

Variables 

Removed Method 

1 Overallimpressioni

nflightservice, 

Gender, Age, 

Number of flights 

during the last 

year, 

Overallimpressionb

ooking, 

Overallimprboardin

g, 

Overallimprsafetyc

ontr, 

Overallimprechecki

na 

. Enter 

a. All requested variables entered. 

b. Dependent Variable: Overallimpressionentireprocess 

 

 

Model Summary 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square 

Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 ,815a ,664 ,633 ,47573 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Overallimpressioninflightservice, Gender, Age, 

Number of flights during the last year, Overallimpressionbooking, 

Overallimprboarding, Overallimprsafetycontr, Overallimprecheckin 

 

 

ANOVAb 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 38,494 8 4,812 21,261 ,000a 
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Residual 19,463 86 ,226   

Total 57,958 94    

a. Predictors: (Constant), Overallimpressioninflightservice, Gender, Age, Number of flights during the last 

year, Overallimpressionbooking, Overallimprboarding, Overallimprsafetycontr, Overallimprecheckin 

b. Dependent Variable: Overallimpressionentireprocess 

Coefficientsa 

Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) -,209 ,508  -,411 ,682 

Gender ,038 ,104 ,024 ,366 ,716 

Age ,006 ,017 ,024 ,363 ,717 

Number of flights during the last 

year 

,005 ,008 ,042 ,653 ,515 

Overallimpressionbooking ,076 ,076 ,079 1,001 ,319 

Overallimprecheckin ,121 ,087 ,126 1,395 ,166 

Overallimprsafetycontr ,201 ,069 ,229 2,925 ,004 

Overallimprboarding ,223 ,081 ,230 2,756 ,007 

Overallimpressioninflightservice ,387 ,068 ,420 5,666 ,000 

a. Dependent Variable: Overallimpressionentireprocess 
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APPENDIX C – Questionnaire 
 

SURVEY ABOUT SERVICE QUALITY WITHIN THE AIRLINE BUSINESS 

We are doing research and writing a thesis about service quality within the airline business 

at Umeå University. We would be happy if you could help us with our work! The survey 

includes 24 questions, and it will take approximately 5-10 minutes to fill it in. The answers 

will be treated anonymously and only be used in a scientific purpose.  
 

OBSERVE! WE ARE ASKING YOU TO THINK ABOUT THE LAST FLIGHT YOU MADE WHEN 

ANSWERING THE QUESTIONS! 

 

Tick the boxes please. Thank you! 

 

 

Background questions 

1. Gender:  �   Female �   Male 

 

 

2. Age:                  years     

  

 

 

3. Income: �   0 – 150 000  

�   150 000 – 300 000 

�   300 000 – 450 000 

�   450 000 – 600 000 

�   600 000 – 

 

4.    Residence:  �   City 

�   Suburb 

�   Country side 

 

5. Education: ________                                                             ________ (WRITE) 

 

 

6. How many times have you been flying the last year (Domestic/Abroad)? 

 

    _______  times      
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Here follows questions regarding the booking 

7. STATE HOW IMPORTANT YOU THINK THE FOLLOWING ATTRIBUTES ARE WHEN 

BOOKING A FLIGHT 

 

                       Very Important                                                   Not Important  

a) Safety �    �    �    �    �    

 

b) Simplicity �    �    �    �    �   

   

c) Availability  �    �    �    �    �    

  

8. How did you book the flight?  �   Via flight company’s homepage 

    �   Via flight company’s phone 

    �   At the flight company’s office 

    �   Via travel agency’s homepage 

    �   Via travel agency’s phone 

    �   At the travel agency’s office  

 

    �   Other option:_______________ 

 

9. STATE HOW WELL THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ARE IN LINE WITH YOUR 

PERCEPTIONS  

 

a) This was a safe alternative for booking  �   Strongly agree 

     �   Agree 

     �   Moderate 

     �   Disagree 

     �   Strongly disagree 

 

b) It was easy using this alternative  �   Strongly agree 

     �   Agree 

     �   Moderate 

     �   Disagree 

     �   Strongly disagree 

 

c) This alternative was available at a satisfying level �   Strongly agree 

     �   Agree 

     �   Moderate 
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     �   Disagree 

     �   Strongly disagree 

 

10. What is your overall impression of the booking stage? 

 

                         Very good                  Very poor 

     �    �    �    �    �    

Here follows questions regarding the check-in 

11. STATE HOW IMPORTANT THE FOLLOWING ATTRIBUTES ARE FOR THE CHECK IN 

 

              Very important           Not important 

a) Fast and               

effective  �    �    �    �    �    

  

  

Helpful  �    �    �    �    �    

b) personnel 

    

c) Knowledgeable �    �    �    �    �   

personnel 

 

 

12. How did you check in?  �   Via the check in counter 

    �   Via the check in machine 

    �   Via internet 

 

13. STATE HOW WELL THE FOLLOWING ATTRIBUTES ARE CORRESPONDING 

 

a)This alternative was fast and efficient  �   Strongly agree 

     �   Agree 

     �   Moderate 

     �   Disagree 

     �   Strongly disagree 

 

b)The personnel were helpful   �   Strongly agree 

     �   Agree 

     �   Moderate 

     �   Disagree 

     �   Strongly disagree 

 

c)The personnel were knowledgeable  �   Strongly agree 

     �   Agree 

     �   Moderate 

     �   Disagree 

     �   Strongly disagree 
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     �   No opinion 

 

14. What is your overall impression of the check in? 

 

                Very good                  Very poor 

     �    �    �    �    �  

 

Here follows questions regarding the security control   

15. STATE HOW IMPORTANT THE FOLLOWING ATTRIBUTES ARE FOR THE SECURITY 

CONTROL 

 

 

               Very Important            Not important 

a) Safety  �    �    �    �    �    

 

b) Fast and    

efficient �    �    �    �    �    

 

c) Helpful personnel  

  �    �    �    �    �    

 

16. STATE HOW WELL THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS CORRESPOND 

 

a)I perceived the security control as safe  �   Strongly agree 

     �   Agree 

     �   Moderate 

     �   Disagree 

     �   Strongly disagree

  

 

b)The security control was fast   �   Strongly agree 

     �   Agree 

     �   Moderate 

     �   Disagree 

     �   Strongly disagree 

 

 

c)The personnel were helpful   �   Strongly agree 

     �   Agree 

     �   Moderate 

     �   Disagree 

     �   Strongly disagree 

 

17. What is your overall impression of the security control? 

 

                Very good                  Very poor 
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     �    �    �    �    �    

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here follows questions regarding the boarding 

18. STATE HOW IMPORTANT THE FOLLOWING ATTRIBUTES ARE FOR THE BOARDING 

 

                        Very important           Not important 

a) Fast  and       �    �    �    �    �    

efficient  

 

b) Well organized      �    �    �    �    �    

 

c) Updated information 

regarding possible  �    �    �    �    �    

delays    

 

19. STATE HOW WELL THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS CORRESPOND 

a)I think the boarding was fast and  �   Strongly agree 

       efficient    �   Agree 

     �   Moderate 

     �   Disagree 

     �   Strongly disagree 

 

b)I think it was well organized   �   Strongly agree 

     �   Agree 

     �   Moderate 

     �   Disagree 

     �   Strongly disagree 

 

c)Information regarding flight information  �   Strongly agree 

was available    �   Agree 

     �   Moderate 

     �   Disagree 

     �   Strongly disagree 

 

20. What is your overall impression of the boarding? 

 

               Very good                  Very poor 

     �    �    �    �    �    
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Here follows questions regarding in flight service 

21. STATE HOW IMPORTANT THE FOLLOWING ATTRIBUTES ARE DURING THE IN FLIGHT 

 

                  Very Important                  Not important 

a) Helpful and   

courteous    �    �    �    �    �    

personnel      

 

b) You receive  

information  �    �    �    �    �    

regarding security 

 and other questions 

c) Knowledgeable 

 personnel �    �    �    �    �    

 

d) Induce trust �    �    �    �    �   

 

22. STATE HOW WELL THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS CORRESPONDS 

 

a) I perceived the cabin crew to be helpful and �   Strongly agree 

       courteous    �   Agree 

     �   Moderate 

     �   Disagree 

     �   Strongly disagree 

 

b)  I received the information I needed  �   Strongly agree 

     �   Agree 

     �   Moderate 

     �   Disagree 

     �   Strongly disagree 

 

c) I perceived the cabin crew to be knowledgeable �   Strongly agree 

     �   Agree 

     �   Moderate 

     �   Disagree 

     �   Strongly disagree 

 

d) The cabin crew induced trust   �   Strongly agree 

     �   Agree 

     �   Moderate 
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     �   Disagree 

     �   Strongly disagree 

23. What is your overall impression of the in flight? 

 

Very good                    Very poor 

    �    �    �    �    �    

 

24. What is your overall impression of the service process and its quality, from booking 

to disembarking? 

 

Very good                  Very poor 

    �    �    �    �    �    

 

THANK YOU FOR TAKING TIME TO FILL OUT THE SURVEY! 



 

 

Umeå School of Business 

Umeå University 
SE-901 87 Umeå, Sweden 
www.usbe.umu.se 
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